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Preface 
The work described here was performed by the author 
while he was employed as a Research Assistant in the 
Mechanical Engineering Department of Loughborough University 
of Technology between October 1963 and July 1968. When 
he moved to Cambridge in 1968 the writing of this thesis 
was incomplete; this move and other domestic factors 
delayed its submission until February 1971. An attempt has 
been made to present the work against the changing background 
in the computer field over the whole period. 
The approach throughout has been that of an Engineer 
who wants to make things work, and who believes that the 
justification for the presentation of this work lies in the 
potential of the results which were obtained. 
Except where otheTIvise stated, the author was 
responsible for the work, its description and the opinions 
expressed. 
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1.0 Summary 
A study is made of the features required of a print"er 
capable of ~roducing a visible reccrd of transient data. 
Particular attention is vaid to the output requirements of 
digital electronic computers. A literature survey of high 
speed printers, both mechanical and non-mechanical, is 
given. Two feasibility studies are d~scribed, the first of 
a Xerographic printer "and the second of a laser print~r. 
A description is given of experimental work in which 
optical information was orinted Xerographically at speeds 
in excess of 5,000 lines per minute. The reasons for 
discontinuing this line of research are stated. 
A proposed laser printer is then described together 
with the experimental work performed to determine the 
feasibility of the principal process involved. This 
process, the fusing of powdered ink onto paper, is also 
considered theoretically in terms of heat transfer. 
An evaluation is made of the acceptibility of the 
images uroduced. The areas where further research is required 
to complete the study to the stage of operational printing 
are indicatej. 
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2.0 Introduction 
The production of a permanent visible record of 
digital information at high speeds is becoming increasingly 
important in the data processing, computing and 
communications fields. Many systems with high internal 
speeds have their effectiveness reduced by slow output 
printers. The upper limit of speed for mechanical printers 
appears to have been reached. Many non-mechanical printing 
methods have been investigated. Most have the disadvantages 
of using expensive materials and of producing printing of 
inferior contrast and stability. 
2.1 Historical Survey of High Sneed Random Image Transfer 
One hundred and fifty years ago when long distance 
communication was by semaphor and computation was manual, 
the writing by hand of messages and numerical results was 
fast enough. When Babbage made his first mechanical 
computers in about 1820, he intended that the results should 
be printed automatically, but the printing mechanisms were 
not completed at that time_ (2/1)*. One of the earliest high 
speed printers was that developed by a Mr. Callahan in 1867, 
possibly from earlier ~uropean machines, for use in the New 
York Stock Exchange. Thi s "stock 'ticker" printed share and 
gold prices from telegraph signals. Edison patented his 
refined design of this printer early in 1868 (2/2). A 
revolving typewheel was used against which a hammer struck a 
paper tape when the required character was in posi tion. The 
printer was fed by punched paper· tape and not directly from 
the telegraph line. By Septemb~r 1872 Edison was claiming 
* References are listed in Section 12 
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speeds of 250 words per minute for his automatic 
telegraph (2/3). The printing however was probably limited 
to about 80 characters per minute (2/4). In spite of great 
activity in Europe and America in the development of high 
speed printers, particularly at .the turn of the century, no 
dramatic advances in speed were made. 
At the critical period on the New York Stock exchange 
in 1929 - 30, printers were limited to 275 characters per 
minute. These printers were replaced in September 1930 by 
new models capable of 500 characters per minute (2/5). By 
this time increasing use was being made of teletypewriters 
or teleprinters as they are now called. These could be used 
for message transmission using normal telegraph lines. 
Coupling was either direct from line to machine or via 
perforated paper tape, speeds of 300 characters per minute 
were normal (2/6) (2/7). 
It was only after the second World War with the advent 
of electronic computers, that higher speed printers became 
required. The earliest computers (1946) used punched cards 
or perforated tape for output. (2/8; 2/9; 2/10; 2/11; 2/12'; 
2/13). These cards or tapes were then fed to teleprinters 
which produced the final printed output. It is interesting 
to note that an early Russian Computer (1956) had a photo-
graphic output printer working at speeds up'. to 12,000 
characters per minute (2/14). 
The first high speed computer printers used the stock 
ticker principle of a rotating type wheel and a hammer. In 
order to print whole lines a numb')r of type wheels were used 
one in each character position 
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Speeds of 150 lines per minute with 100 characters per line 
were obtained. In these printers the type wheel and paper 
were stationary at the tiwe of impac: of the hammer. The 
next advance was to strike "on the fly" a continuously 
rotating type wheel with a synchronized hammer. Speeds up 
to 1,000 lines per minute can be obtained with this 
mechanism. These mechanical printers and other non-mechanical 
printers of :he 1960's are described more fully in section 3.2. 
2.2 Context of Project 
When this project was started in November 1963, the 
internal speed of electronic computers had far exceeded the 
speed of available output printers. Published data gave 
comparative figures of 90,000 characters per second for out-
put to magnetic tape and 1,350 lines per minute for printed 
output. This latter figure gives a maximum of 3,600 
characters per second (2/15). If a time factor of five to 
one is allowed for the magnetic tape output to be formatted the 
printing speed is still five times slower than the output 
speed of the computer. From this single com~arison it must 
be realized th"t eith",r t.he '/Iorking of the computer must be 
slO'.ved down during output or a large buffer store must be 
provided. 
In a discussion on computer peripheral equipment in 
1959, Royle(2/16) suggested that the'e were three a 
applications for a high speed printer. The first was to 
provide information to be used as input to further computers. 
'The second was to pe!:"f'orm sho:-: bursts of printing 'i~i thout 
holding up the computer. The third was to print large 
volumes of data. It is the second apolication which is 
5 
of interest here and forms the basis of this project. 
It was consid~red that a clear need existed for a 
computer output printer which could stop and start and 
print at a speed closer to that of tile computer. This 
was thought to be of particular importance in the checking 
of programmes and for scientific computation. The printi!lg, 
or.· a semi-continuous basis, of larr,:e e,mounts of data flas 
not, the G'cain objective. This '.7as thought to be better 
performed "off-line" from th~ computer via magnetic tape. 
?~2~e_X:?ill H~sto£y __ of Proiect 
In the Autumn of 1963 it was decided to investigate 
the feasibility of constructing a high speed printer for 
use as a computer output device. It was specified that 
the printer should use un-treated paper, wcrk at a speed 
of 5,000 lines per minute, either continuously or 
intermittantly with the output bei!lg immediately Visible, 
a line at a ti:n'e. 
A literature survey was performed, in which existing 
printers were reviewed and possible printinE; methods examined 7 
it was then decid=d to consider, in greater detail, a 
Xerographic type of printer. Such a printer would use a 
special cathode ray tube and suitable electronics to 
convert the computer output into lines of illuminated 
alpha-numeric characters. These characters would be 
projected onto a photosensitive surface thereby creating 
electrostatic· images, which ':Iould be developed using dry 
ink particles. Finally the ink particles would be 
transferred to pSDer and fixed by heating. 
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It was known that suitable cathode ray tubes had 
been developed and it was decided that the starting point 
of this project would be the illuminated characte~s. A 
test.rig was designed to investigate the exposure, development 
transfer and fixing stages. The final printer would employ 
a photosensitive drum, but the test rig was designed to 
use photosensitive plates which were readily available. 
This limited the operation of the test rig to single shot 
working. A negative photographic transparency was used as 
the source of illuminated ch~racters. By the end of 1965 
single sheets had been reproduced at speeds in excess of 
5,000 lines per minute. Some tests had also been performed 
using half tone photographs. These were reproduced but at 
lower linear speeds. 
At this stage it was clear that financial support from 
outside the University was reQuired, to extend the work from 
single sheet to continuous operation. Support was not 
obtained and the Xerographic work was discontinued for 
reasons given in Section 6. 
An alternative printing concept was then chosen for 
investigation. A focused laser bea!!'. would oe scan!'_ed over 
the surface of a layer of powdered ink on paper. The 
beam would be suitably modulated to :Ouse the ink only 
where required •. Such a printer offered. the possibili ties 
of producing alpha-numeric characters or half tone 
material. Simple tests were performed to estimate the 
laser power reQui rements. A li terature survey revealed 
that of the existin~ lasers (1966) only the CO2 laser, 
operating at 10.6pm wavelength, was capable of continuous 
working with power of the reQuired order of magnitude. 
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A research programme was developed from mid 1966 
onwards to investigate further some aspects of this printer. 
A CO2 laser of 30 watts output power was constructed, based 
. originally in its design on one made by the Services Electronics 
Research Laboratories at Baldock. It was subsequently 
redesigned to overcome certain difficulties encountered 
in the construction of the laser tube asaembly and in the 
electrical system. The laser first operated early in 1967. 
Using Xerographic ink,some ink fusing tests were carried 
out with laser powers up to 10 watts. Microscopic 
examination of the fused ink particles was performed. The 
ef~ects of paper texture, energy density and prior 
electrostatic charging were examined. 
A theoretical study of the fusing mechanism was made. 
This ·.'!as made more difficult by ignorance of the ink 
properties; the makers being unwilling to supply technical 
information. 
Some of the other aspects of a laser printer, such 
as beam modulation and scanning, were considered but no 
practical work on these was performed. 
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3.0 Function and duty of Printers 
In this section the general requirements of high speed 
printers are outlined and an ideal printer is specified 
against the background of existing printers. 
3.1 Functional Requirements of Printe~s 
The printers considered here are required to convert 
transient data into permanent visible images. The input 
is normally a series of coded electronic pulses representing 
characters and formatting instructions. The printer must 
produce characters and space them correctly. For "on-line" 
connection to a digital computer, the printer must be 
capable of intermittant operation for periods of random 
length and occurrence. When used" off-line" and fed by 
tape or cards the printer may be allowed to run semi-
contill'..lously. 
3.2 Survey of Conventional Printers 
This survey covers computer output printers which 
were described in published literature up to the end of 
1970. Technical details of the newest printers are 
difficult to obtain for commercial reasons, hence the 
date of publication may be misleading. No attempt is 
made here to describe fully the mechanism of each 
print8r. The disadvantages of each printer and the 
factors limiting its speed are outlined. 
9 
The printers are divided into those which employ 
mechanical means to produce the final printed characters 
and those which do not. Both "serial" and "parallel" 
mechanical printers are described. A serial printer 
uses one mechanism to produce characters in all 
positions. h parallel printer has a separate 
mechanism in each position along a line. 
3.21 Mechanical Printers 
All mechanical printers produce characters by the 
impact of a hard inked object upon paper. This object 
may be a complete character, as in a typewriter, or a 
series of styli selected to form a character. 
The earliest high speed printer (1959) was of the 
parallel kind, using a rotating typewheel and a hammer 
in each position across the line. The type wheels 
were stationary at the moment of impact and typical 
maximum speeds Vlere 150 lines per minute.(3/1). The 
speed was limi ted by the inertia of the typewheels. 
A continuously rotating cylinder, with a set of 
characters in each position was used in the Shepard 
printer (1954) (3/2). The hamm"rs were actuated to hit 
the paper against the wheel "on the fly". Speeds up to 
1 ,300 lines per minute were achieved, but the printed. lines 
tended to be wavey. 
10 
The Potter "flying typewriter" (1959) used a single 
horizontal typewheel rotating in front of the paper with 
a line of hammers behind. The paper had to form an arc, 
which limited the length of line. Speeds up to 600 lines 
per minute were cl aimed (3/1). 
In the IBM 1403 (1962) chain printer, the typewheel 
was replaced by a continuously moving chain of characters. 
Speeds of 600 lines per minute with 132 characters per 
line were possi ble( 3/3) • The Potter chain printer, 
introduced in 1965 ran at the same speed but was 
mechanically simpler (3/4). 
With both these printers the speed was reduced if a 
larger choice of characters was required. The factors 
limi ting the speed were fully analysed by Greenblott - (3/3). 
Basically a certain force is required to produce a clear 
image, if too much time is taken to a~ply this force 
blurring will occur. Small hammers produce insufficient 
force, large hammers have excessive inertia. 
, 
Two kinds of stylus printer are known to have been made. 
In the I.C.T. Samastronic (1959) solenoid ollerated cables-
actuated a line of styli, one in each character position, 
across the page width. As the paper moved, the styli 
vibrated across each character width. The information 
requi:oned to produce a particular character -;ms scored on a 
disc. Speeds of 300 lines per minute \"fere quoted (3/5). 
11 
The Creed mosaic printer (1958-1962) had a 5x5 matrix 
of hydraulically actuated styli which moved across the 
paper. In each character posi tion the re'luired styli were 
presented. The speed of this serial printer was said to be 
100 characters per second. The 25 dot matrix produced 
inferior characters, and the hydraulic, electronic and 
mechanical complexities of this machine suggest problems 
of reliability (3/8) (3/7) (3/8). 
3.22 }Ton-Mechanical Printers 
Fig. 3.2.1 tabulatesche features of the printers 
described within this ~ection. 
The fi.rst non-mechanical high speed printer for 
computers was used in a Russian computer (1952). This 
projected characters formed from a matrix of pin point 
lights onto normal photographic film. This was then developed 
and printed at normal speed. 200 characters per second 
could be printed (2/14). 
Another early photographic printer (195~ used a set 
of opa'lue characters on a cylindrical concave surface 
which were illuminated as re'luired by an unfocussed cathode 
ray tube. By means of an optical system including a 
s'luare prism,to hold the image stationary, the illuminated 
characters were projected onto photo-sensitive material. 
No speed was quo-ted for this printer.(3/9). 
12 
A very simple printer (1963) used a cathode ray tube 
with fibre optic face and photosensitive paper with no 
intermediate optics •. The image was fixed by subsequently 
passing the paper over a heated platen. Speeds of 6,000 
characters per second were claimed (3/10). 
All three of the systems mentioned so far had the 
disadvantage of using high cost photosensitive paper or 
film and of not giving visible access to each new line of 
output, because of the developing and fixing processes. 
A more complicated printer which used a special 
cathode ray tube was first described by Oldin in 1957 
(3/11) and again in 1961 (3/12). Lines of characters were 
produced by line scanning on the face of a thin window C.R.T. 
These characters had been copied electronically from single 
characters displayed on a Monoscope cube (3/13). "Electro-
\I fax. paper was exposed to the face of the C. R.T. Thi s paper 
had an electro-photographic coating ',vhich ',n3.s sensitized by 
electrostatic charging (3/14; 3/15; 3/16; 3/17; 3/18). 
After being charged and exposed the latent electrostatic 
image was developed using a mixture of thermo-plastic 
resin toner and iron filings. ~he toner particles which 
adhered to the paper were then fused by heat to form a 
, 
permanent image. Speeds of 10,000 characters per second 
up to 150,000 characters per second ',vere predicted (3/12). 
Another printer which used :<:lectrofax paper was the 
Stromberg Carlson S.C. 3070 (1963). The characters in this 
I, U 
case were directly generated on the face of a Charactron 
Tube (3/19). 
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In this tube the electron gun generated an electron beam, 
focused it into the proper size, and directed it through the 
re~uired hole in a matrix. A character shaped hole in the 
~atrix formed the beam into the shape of the character. 
The shaped beam was then foeused and positioned as re~uired 
on the tube face. For printing purposes a rectangular 
fibre optic faced tube was used. The face was 220mm by 10mm 
allowing one line of' characters to be displayed. Sixty 
characters were available with this printer, but Charactron 
tubes with 144 characters had been made. (3/20). The 
operating speed of this printer was given as 5,000 words 
per minute with 72 characters per line ( or 120 characters 
per line if re~uired). A whole line of 120 characters 
could be printed at a rate of' 225 lines per minute. If' 
f'e',ver characters were re~uired in a line the speed could go 
up to 500 lines per minute. The printer could be stopped 
and started for single lines of' printing. The printed out-
put could be viewed within 4 seconds of printing. The 
electrostatic image on the paper was developed by a 
rotating brush carrying particles of' fusible toner. 
An earlier printer (1958) made by the same Company 
(Stromberg Carlson) also used a Chare.cton Tube but did not 
use Electrof'ax paper (3/21). In this mac;,ine Xerograp:1Y 
was employed to produce the final pri~t on untreated paper. 
The optical informati on from the Ci",aractron tube vias 
f'ocused onto a selenium coated drum to form an electrostatic 
image, w~ich was then cascaded with toner particles carried 
on glass beads. 
14 
The toner particles developed the latent electrostatic 
image. Paper was then brought into contact with the 
surface of the drum and the toner particles were.transferred 
to it. The toner was fused to ti1e paper to produce a-
permanent image. Speeds of 1,000,000 characters per 
minute were claimed for this printer. The commercial 
reasons for changing from Xerogra:phy to the use of 
Electrofax paper for the lat3r printer are not kno'Nn. 
The later printer was simpler but -also slower because of 
the inferior sensitivity of Electrofax paper. 
A British printer using Xerography was first reported 
in 1959 (3/22). This did not use a Charactron tube but 
a special C.R.T. in which characters were formed from a 
dot matrix (3/23). Printing speeds of 5,000 characters 
per second were claimed fo~ this experimental printer. 
A life expection of 40,000 metres of paper for each drum 
was quoted. 
The c ommerc ial form of thi s print" r, tfle "Xeroni c" , 
was reported in 1964 (3/2!J.). Thi s !lad a :page width of 
290 mm. containing u:p to 123 characte~s frolT, two small 
C.R.T.s each giving 6iJ. cn&racters. A spe~d of 2,800 lines 
:per minute ~Ha3 Q.uo~ed. Cascade develop23;'1.t \7aS '.1.sed as i~ 
t~"1e early Stro~n1J:erz Cr'..rlson. ~ri:1t.;r (3/21). 'I'he XerOl1ic 
prin~e::"l had ::.c.d.i. ~~.on31 :':~.'~iJi ties i:lcl~ldiE~" 8. stCll"'3 of 
forms on mic~ofil~ o~to 7~ich t~e d~~a ~as to ~e ~rinted. 
data processing reguirem=n:'s rat:'.!.er tl1an for si!iIple hie;h 
speed computer output. 
- -- -
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A different kind of Xerographic printer ;Y8.S 
reported in 1959 in which el"!ctrostatic information ;'1as 
produced on the drum directly (3/25). A cathode ray 
tube 'IIi th conducting 'llires set in its face was in close 
proximity to the drum. The change in electrostatic charge" 
on a wire, caused by the electron beam ':li thin the tube, 
produced a change in the charge pattern on the drum. 
In 1960 another printer used a tube· of the same kind 
to produce electrostatic images direct on coated paper 
(3/26) (3/27). 20,000 characters per second or 120,000 
lines per minute were quoted for ttli s printer. I t was 
claimed t:lat the coated paper cost only one tenth as much 
as photosensitive paper. 
At the same time, another printer which also used 
coated paper for electrostatic imaging, produced the 
characters by means of a directly energized matrix of styli 
(3/28) (3/29) 1 1,000 volts ;7as applied to the styli as 
required. The styli being held 10 pm from the paper to 
prevent wear. The paper was then pulled through an ink 
bath where toner particles adhered to the charged areas. 
Fixing was performed by passing the paper through a pair 
of heated rollers. This printer was rated at 3,000 words 
per minute. Speeds beyond 30,000 words per minute were 
expected with continuous line feed. Because of the nature 
of the development and fixing sections, the output vias 
not immediately viewable. The neatest commercial version of 
this printer, the Gould 4800, was shown in the U.K.in 1970. 
This produced alpha-numerics or graphiCS, which could be viewed 
within one second, at 4800 lines per minute. Fluid develop-
ment Vias used with no subsequent fixing. 
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In 1956 the first printer using electrosensitive 
paper was reported (3/30). This was a specialized device 
for recording weapon test results. There were only 4 
character positions per line, but the speed was 150 lines 
per second. A 5x3 stylus matrix was used to form the 
characters. ~hen current passed from a stylus through the 
paper, to a plate electrode behind it, a permanent mark 
was produced. No subsequent development or fixing was 
required. 
A higher speed version of this. kind of printer, 
rated at 180 lines per second with 12 characters per 
line, '.vas working in 1957 (3/31). A commercial printer 
with 120 characters per line and a maximum speed of 
31,250 lines per minute was available by the end of 1964 
(3/32). This Radiation 690 printer claimed to be the 
fastest in the world. It was designed to operate off-
line from the computer because of the difficulty of 
stopping and starting at this very highspeed. The running 
cost of such a machine would be expected to be high 
because of the paper used; also the final contrast would 
be poor. 
Magnetic printers have been reported in the D.S.A. 
in 1957(3/33) and in Japan in 1962 (3/34). These machines 
used coated paper on which magnetic images were produced 
by a row of electromagnets. Development was by finely 
divided magnetic ink pOYTder 'Ili th a thermoplastic base. 
Fixing YTaS performed by fusing the ink to the paper. 
The characters produced were not of the highest quality; 
the limitation of resolution being the size of the magnetic 
pole pieces. 
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In 1967, a magnetic printer producing 500 
characters per second with superior resolution was 
demonstrated (3/35). ~lectromagnetic styli, spaced at 
6 per mm" produced a magnetic pattern on a rotating 
drum which was then developed with finely divided ink. 
The ink particles were pressed onto the surface of the 
paper and fixed by heating. Speeds of 60,000 characters 
per second were predicted. 
Some experimental electrochemical printers are 
thought to have been made. It seems doubtful whether 
very high speeds can be obtained in this way because of 
the chemical reaction times involved and the very h~gh 
current densities required (3/36). 
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3.3 Ideal Specification for ComTIuter Printer 
The ideal computer printer would:-
1. Produce a permanent ,record of the output data 
unaffected by normal temperatures and humidities and 
reasonably resistant to defacement by abrasion. 
2. Normally use standard typef'ace but should not be 
limited to a single font. 
3. Have a printing speed compatible with the computer 
output capability. 
4. Print on-line to the computer; not off-line via 
paper or magnetic tape. 
5. Make each line visible directly after printing. 
6. Stop and start for single lines at random moments 
in time. 
7. Be capable of spacing horizontally and vertically 
using non-character signals from the computer. 
8. Be quiet and safe in operation. 
9. Use inexpensive untreated paper in an easily handled 
form. 
10., Be cheap to run. 
11. Be reliable, rugged and foolproof 
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4.0 Identification of Research Prop:ramme 
The literature survey had sho'un clearly that 
mechanical printers could not be considered for operation 
at speeds above 1,500 lines per minute. In the field 
of non-mechanical printers, the areas which appeared £0 
be most worth consid';ring were electrophotographic and 
magnetic. Consideration was given to the construction 
of a magnetic printer; this was not pursued because it 
was considered that magnetic elements could not be made 
small enough to give satisfactory resolution. 
The specific electrophotographic process finally 
chosen is most commonly known as Xerography. In this 
the electronic information is displayed optically and 
prOjected o~to a photoconducting surface. The image is 
developed with dry ink powder which is transferred to 
paper and fixed. The system has the advantages of using 
untreated paper and giving output of high contrast. 
The features of the printer reQuiring investigation 
were the development and fusing at high speed. The 
published literature at this date (late 1963) contained 
few technical details. 
The conversion of electronic information to optical 
characters was considered to be outside the scope of this 
work. Reference is made in Section 5.13 to existing 
methods. 
--- -- -- -- --
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In order to investigate the development process-
an electrostatic image had to be produced. It was 
decided to construct a test bed on which all processes 
could be tried. 
A target speed o~ 5,000 lines per mmnute was 
decided upon. The aim o~ the research programme was 
to demonstrate the ~easibility o~ all the sections o~ 
a Xerograp~ic printer at tile target speed. It was also 
required to determine the theoretical upper speed limit 
o~ each of the sections. 
• 
5.0 XerographicWork 
5.1 Introduction 
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In this section Xerography is explained, the proposed 
printer is specified and the research areas identified. 
5.11 Xerography 
The late C. F. Carlson used the name Xerography to 
describe tne techniQue of electro-photographic "dry-
writing" which he invented and patented from 1939 onwards 
(5/1) (5/2). These and subseQuent patents are listed by 
Newman (5/3). Carlson's early work is described by 
Dinsdale (5/4). The progress in the field is listed up to 
1958 by Dessauer (5/5) and up to the beginning of 1963 
by Claus (5/6) • 
Fig. 5.1.1. shows diagramatically the basic stages 
of Xerography. A selenium coated aluminium plate is used. 
It is passed, in darkness, under a fine wire having a 
potential of 5 - 10 kV relative to the plate (1). This 
creats by corona discharge a surface charge of a few 
hundred volts (2). The plate is then exposed to a 
pattern of light (the letter'3'in the diagr~~). This 
causes a selective loss of charge on the surface; the 
dark area remaining charged, the illuminated area losing 
its charge (3). The electrostatic image so formed is 
developed using a finely powdered dry ink.(4). Transfer to 
paper is achieved by placing paper on the inked surface 
and subjecting it to a negative corona discharge (5). 
This image is finally fixed, when the paper has been 
removed from the plate (6), by radiant heating which 
fuses the ink particles to the paper surface (7). 
------=--=.-:--- --
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After transfer the plate may be cleaned, to remove any 
stray ink, a..'1d then re-used. For most applications a drum 
is used instead of a plate. The various stages are 
arranged at fixed locations round the drum which is rotated. 
5.12" Specification of Proposed Printer 
The proposed printer would be similar to the early 
Stromberg Carlson printer described in Section 3.22 (p.13), 
Fig. 5.1.2 shO'.vs the components of the machine. Li;~e the 
Stromberg Carlson printer it would use a Xerographic drum 
and a special C.R.T.; development, hO'.vever, wouJd not be 
by the cascade method, but by means of a powder cloud or 
"aerosol" • The fixinG of the final image 'lIould be performed 
at high speed, a line at a time rather than by simple slow 
radiant or conductive heating. The paper movement would 
be dis-continuous to allm'/ for the printing after random 
time intervals. The output would thus be visible a line at 
a time. The design speed would be 5,000 lines per minuce; 
slower than the 7,000 lines per minute "'luoted for the S.C. 
printer, but four times faster than a mechanical printer. 
~13 Selection of Items for Research 
The printer described in outline in Section 5.12 
inVOlves a number of processes: 
1. Charging the photosensitive surfa~e (t~e dr~m). 
2. Producing illuminated characters to which t:le plate 
is trIen exposed. 
3. Developing t!1e electrostatic image by powdeY'ed ink. 
4. Transfering the ink to paper. 
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5. Fusing the ink. 
6. Cleaning the drum. 
7. Moving the paper as required. 
We now consider the seperate processes against the 
background of the information available at the end of 
1. Although Xerographic copying machines were available 
at this time, and some work had been published on the 
nature of electrostatic images; there was no clear 
guidance available relating to charging. I t was, therefore, 
necessary to adopt an empirical approach. This is described 
in Section 5.22. 
2. Many systems are available for the generation of 
alpha-numeric characters on normal C.R.T.s (5/7) (5/8) (5/9) 
(5/10) (5/11). Boyd (5/12) gives a survey of character 
generators •. Spirer and Murray (5/13) also list special 
C.R.T.s; two of which have already been described in 
Section 3.2; the Charactron tube (3/20) and the dot matrix 
tube (3/23). Although not all these systems had been 
described by 1963, it was known that the problems had been 
overcome, EU'ld that research in thi s area was not requi red. 
3. Aerosol development was chosen in the hope that it 
would be superior to the cascade method when considering .... 
drum vrear, resolution 8.nd dark area development. Bickmore 
had described low speed aerosol development in 1960 (5/14). 
,. 
but no reference had been made to high speed aerosol 
developemtn up to 1963 and this therefore represented the 
main area for research. 
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4. The transfer of ink from the drum to paper was known 
to have been performed at high speeds (3/21). The approach 
had however to be expirical as in (1) above, since no 
details were available. 
5. It was intended to study various high speed fusing 
methods including R. 1<' . . heating ~nd the use of lasers. 
6. Various drum cleaning methods we!'e to be considered. 
7. Paper trsnsport systems were to be studied at a 
later stage. 
5.2 Design and Construction of Test Rig. 
In Section 5.13 the aerosol development ~f electro-
static images at high speeds was identified as the main 
research objective. A test rig was designed to produce 
these images and to present them for development at the 
design speed of 5,000 lines per minute. Fig. 5.2.1 is a 
diagram of the test rig, a photograph of which, in its 
completed form, is Fig. 5.2.2. For the electrophoto-
graphic medium~ use was made of Xerographic plates which 
were available in a used condi tion. These were carried 
by parallel belts over the charging, exposure and 
development areas. Illuminated char8.cters were projected 
onto the plate from a photographic n~gative on a cylinder. 
The main frame and drive system were made first followed 
by the charging and exposure sections. Plates were 
developed first by hand to establish the existance of 
electrostatic images. The aerosol development section was 
constructed later, together with the transfer section. 
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5.21 Mainframe 
The main frame of the rig was designed to be of 
sufficient length to accomodate the experimental sections 
and to ensure that the plate would travel smoothly. A 
belt speed of tm/s was taken as normal to give 100 lines 
per second 'Ni th a typical spacing" of 5 lines to the inch." 
This speed allowed a margin of 20% over the printer speed 
of 5000 lines per minute. A variable speed motor drive 
was used with a speed capability in excess of five times 
design speed. 
Continuously woven flat cotton belts were used, running 
along metal plates with inset ball bearings at intervals 
of one Quarter plate length. Crowned pulleys were used on 
adjustable shafts, one at each end of the frame. The 
parallelism of these shafts was found to be very critical 
to the true running of the belts. 
5.22 ~lectrostatic Charaina System. 
The available literature suggested that a D. C. 
potential of 5 to 10 kV and a current capacity of 50 to 
lOOp-I>.. would be sui table for plate c~arging. An:;:. H. T. 
supply wa~ built to run from mains voltage. For safety 
reasons an R. F. oscillator circuit was employed with high 
output impedance and very little smoothing capacity. 
A potentiometer in the grid circuit allowed the "output 
to be varied. Additional safety features included a 
spring loaded on/off switch. 
The plate "charging unit was developed over a period 
of several months. The variables involved were wire 
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material, surface finish and diameter and the spacing 
between wire and plate. To produce an even corona 
discharge without sparking was found to be possible but 
only after tests had been made with several different 
kinds of wire. Eventually tungsten wire was chosen 
because of its strength and stability and 100 pm was 
found to be the optimum diameter. Var'ious support frames 
were tried, the final one, which eliminated sparking, was 
machined from solid perspex. Up to three parallel wires 
were tried but finally a single wire 10 mm from the plate 
was found to be best. 
The wire potential was measured by an electrostatic 
voltmeter~ The charging current was measured initially 
wi th a jrtilliameter. This was found to be erratic and a 
U. V. recorder was used for all later current measurefi",ents. 
5.23 Outical System 
A photographic negative of lines of random numbers 
was used in place of a C.R.T. display. This negative was 
wrapped round a pyrex cylinder with an internal lamp and 
reflector. The lamphouse was stationary while the cylinder 
was rotated by the cotton belts. The peripheral speed was 
thus always the same as the plate speed. A "one to one" 
projection system, consisting of two front-silvered mirrors 
and a lens, focus sed the illuminated portion of the cylinder 
onto the plate. In this way the characters did not move 
relative to the plate. The exposure tice could be varied 
by means of an adjustable slot at the exposure station. 
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The level of illumination could be adjusted by stopping 
down the lens (f/2.9 to f/8) or by changing the lamp 
voltage. 
Poor initial design of the lamphouse resulted in 
rubbing between it an'; the cylinder wi th consequent 
variation of speed, This problem was overcome in the 
final le,mphouse. 
~ Inldnil: System 
air-borne ink p:;l.rticlss ~c)·a.s ~.::'Q."-lir·~d at the 3)late surfac:;. 
fh2S8 ~~ar'~icl~s ~ad to be eJ.ectrost~tic~lly c~lar[cl; 
pas i ~i vely f . .'o-::.. .. blac~( en ";(".!.i te, ":posi ti ve" prin til.12 or 
.3 
Fig. 5.2.5 is a ciiasrEun of tile inl\.ing systeI:1. Co;npresEsd 
air VIas '010','1:1 throue:h a vi'or:;,ted ink pot causing ink to 
move up through a tube and perforated m'illifold. The ink 
stream ':HiS diluted by re-Circulated sir from a motor 
dri ven centrifugal fan. The ink cloud passed througll a 
charging grid, supplied ','/i th up to lOkV, before impinging 
on the plate. ,A, vacuum hood ?fas provided to remove surplus 
ink v/hen a plate was absent 'because of the single shot 
operation of the rig. Various methods were tried for 
fluidizing the ink in the pot; including a 50Hz vibrator 
as shown in the diagram. In another method the base of t;'-ie 
ink pot \'Ias formed by 3-..1'1 earphone diaphragm energized by a 
variable frequency oscillator. ',!'ile frequency ':ras adjusted 
to achieve optimum fluidization. 
~ ----- ~- =---~=- =--=--';-=. -=-- -~-
__ - __ ~_=-'_-~O ~-__ 
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2!25 Trans;fer Section 
The transfer unit was mounted above t!1e belts and could 
be sU9plied with 10lcV of either polarity. Its design 
incorporated the proven features of the charging unit. 
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5.3 3xperimental Xerograuhy 
In this section the experimental printing performed 
on the test rig is described together with some preliminary 
work on corona discharge. Calibration tests, with their 
results, are described in Appendix Section 10.2. 
5.31 Corona discharge tests 
In order to relate print Quality to plate charging 
current, the latter had to be determined. A U.V. recorder 
was employed because of the transient nature of the tests, 
but it was not convenient to use it for ev;;~'y printing run. 
Experiments ·.vere therefore performed to determine the 
relationship between charging current and the open circuit 
vol tage on the '!Ii re. In some tests the trans ient voltage 
was also recorded to determine the impedance of the circuit. 
Plates were normally run at the design speed. Tests at 
other speeds did not reveal any measurable cnange in the 
relationship between current and voltage. Tne results are 
shown for positive and negative wire potentials by Fig. D 
and Fig. R. 
5.32 Printinc Runs 
The highly sophisticated instruments reQuired for tne 
direct measurement of electrostatic images were not availaole. 
These imeges ','iere t::.us only detecta-ole by development with 
fine powder. Cor;;mercially available Zerograpnic toner (ink) 
·.vas used for the experimental work. Prior to constructing tne 
aerosol inkinrs section, manual cascade development was 
employed to study the image producing processAs. 
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5.321 Manual Develou:;;ent 
A developing tray, 20 mm deep and the same size as 
a Xerographic plate, \Vas used. The plate fitted against a 
seal in the top rim •. The developing medium consisted of a 
mixture of Xerographic toner and Xerographic developer 
(small vitreous spheres). 
A typical printing run was conducted as follows:-
The belt speed, illumination level and charging voltage were 
set to their reQuired values and all lights except that vii thin 
the cylinder were put out. A freshly cleaned plate was 
placed, face downwards, on the belts at the L. H. end of the 
rig whilst the :r:.H.T. supply was s·.vitched on. Having passed 
over the charging and exposure sections the plate was removed 
from the R. H. end and placed, still face dO','!nl'lards, in the 
developing tray. With the plate held against the seal,the 
tray was inverted and the contents cascaded over the plate 
surface by tilting the tray. The tray having been re-inverted 
the plate was removed and examined in the light. 
It was soon discovered that, with sufficient toner, the 
duration of the development process wes not critical. In 
order to display the developed images, some was transferred 
to paper as described in Section 5.3.3. 
Tests were performed over a \'Iiae range of speeds, 
charging currents and illumination levels. The results of 
these tests are illustrated by Figs. 5.3.1-3. It should be 
noted that subse'luent reproduction has reduced the clarity 
of these prints and that the originals were obtained using 
worn and scratched plates. 
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Fig. 5.3.1 shows a typical section of a page 
p.roduced at the test speed of 100 lines per second. At 
higher speeds, fainter ima,:;ses were produced; the upper limit 
being at about 400 l.p.s. with the illumination level 
available. Images produced at high speeds tended to be too 
faint to transfer well and could not be reproduced. The 
charging current had to be optimized for each speed to 
produce the best image contrast. 
Fig. 5.3.2 shows the effect of charging current value 
upon print ~uality at the rated speed. High currents 
produced dark characters but also exagerated the background 
scratches and other plate imperfections. LO\7 currents 
produced weak characters. The optimum charging current at 
thi s speed was about 30pA-. 'The use of posi ti ve and nega ti ve 
transfer potentials is considered in Section 5.3.3. 
Fig. 5.3.3. shows the effect of illumination upon 
print ~uali ty wi th a chargin.§; current of 30)1A, at the rated 
speed on 100 lines per second. The effect is the oovious 
one of increasing density with increasing intensity of 
illumination. Some characters were legible at illuminations 
as 10'01 as 15 lux, i.e. one ~uarter of the maximum. This is 
consista..1'lt, from reciproci ty conSiderations, wi th results 
mentioned above, of characters being reproduced at four 
times normal speed with maximum illumination.30 -'40 lux ',vas 
found to be ade~uate for good printing. 
5.322 Hi~h Speed Aerosol Development 
The development section used for high speed in;~ing has 
been described in section 5.24. The procedure employed in 
the printing runs was essentially the same as that described 
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in Section 5.321. In addition, the ink circulating blower, 
compressed air and vacuum cleaner were S'l{i tched on as the 
plate was carried along the belts. Thus the plate was 
developed by the time it reached the right hand end of the 
test bed. Examples of printing produced are shO\m in Fig.5.34. 
Precise control of the ink quantity on these single shot 
printing runs was impossible. They did however clearly 
demonstrate that aerosol development could be used at 
speeds above 100 lines per second. The dark areas on the 
prints are due to inhomogeneities in the aerosol,both spatial 
and electrostatic. Various charging grids within the inking 
system were tried and potentials up to 10 kV were used. In 
some cases this gave rise to sparking onto the surface of 
the plate with resultant damage. Many of the difficulties 
experienced resulted from the single shot o~eration. 
5.33 Imarre Transfer to Faner 
The procedure for transferring the ink from the pJ.ate 
was as follows:- having developed the plate by hand or at 
high speed, the plate \'Ias placed face up.7ards on the bel ts 
again at the left hand end of the test bed; A sheet of paper 
was placed on the plate which was then carried by the belts 
under the transf'er unit, which -/las sup:pli~d from the "2.::.'~. 
unit. Fig. 5.3.2. sho'NS the effect of positive and negative 
potentie.ls on the Yiire. ',Vi th posi ti ve polari ty v/hi te figures 
were produced on a ole.ck oack::sround; witi negative polarity, 
the reQuired blao\{ figures were produced on a white back-
ground, (this was for the original charsing potential 
being posi ti ve). 
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The potential required for transfer did not appear to 
be critical. Normally the maximum was used which did not 
result in sparking from the wire to plate. It was found 
possible to transfer the ink from ti:e plate to the paper at 
speeds of at least 100 lines per second. 
Different kinds of paper were tried and transfer 
occurred to all but the very thickest. Ordinary thin 
typing paper vias found to be entirely satisfactory. 
Subsequent to the transfer operation, the ink was fused 
by exposure to radiant heat. 
5. 3Lt Half Tone Working 
Some experiments were performed using a pictorial 
photographic negative instead of the negative of random 
numbers. A number of poor quality prints were obtained 
using high speed inking. The dark arec,s were continuous 
and did not suffer from "dark edge" effects of the kind 
typically found with cascade development. Equivalent 
speeds of up to 25 lines per second were used. An 
example is shovm in Fig. 5.3.6. 
5.3'2 SUfilffiary of Exnerimental Firrdin,,"§ 
For plate charginc a sirrgle tungsten vlire 100 )lm 
diameter spaced 10 mm from the plate \\-as found to be 
sui table. The corona potential threshold ','Ias about 5 kV 
ani at 7.5 kV the current for the 280 mm length was 100 }lA 
(1. e. 360 }l-"'--Im). 
The charge per unit area required for the production 
2 
of satisfactory images ','[as bet':leen 120 cnd 280 }-le/m. 
'-- =-
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Satisfactory images were produced with exposures of 
10 ms with illumination levels· from 25 to 65 lux. (hence 
0.25 to 0.65 lumen.s/m2). 
Aerosol development was shown to be feasible at speeds 
in excess of 100 l.p.s. (0.5 m/s) 
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5.4- ComDari son of Sx-oerimental !=1esul ts ':Ii th Theory 
Since the object of this work was to determine the 
feasibili ty of certain ideas, the approach VIas ~5entially 
quali tati ve. The measurements talcen were for considerations 
of reproducibility rather than absolute accuracy. The inner 
workings of the Xerographic process in terms of potential 
gradients in the selenium we!:'e not studied. The most 
comprehensive literature on the overall subject was not 
published until the experimental v/ork described here was 
in its final stages in 1965 (5/15) (5/16). There are 
however certain areas in which the experimental find:Lngs 
may be compared, if r.ot wi th theory then wi th othe r publi shed 
results. These areas which are discussed below are; 
corona discharge and plate charging, the photosensivity of 
selenium, and the a.;rosol development of electrophotoEraphic 
images. 
5.4-1 Plate Char gin£! 
The current passing from a fine wire to a plate 
parallel to it is dependent upon the potential difference. 
A threshold voltage must be exceeded before a corona 
developes allowing current to pass. For the wire diameter 
and spacing c;sed here tl1e tn!:'eshold potential was four,d to b 
be 5 kV (-Fie. D). This compares favourably '."Iith the figure 
of 4.3 kV Cluoted by Scilaffert on page 183 (5/16). \'Ji th 
increase in voltace, the!:'e is an increase in current (though 
preci se rela ti onstip is Dlasked by the cna!:'acte:>i stics of 
the E. H. T. Supply, F).g. D is plotted on the basis of no 
load voltage, chosen for consistency of setting from one 
test to another). 
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Taking a spot check at a high current rating of 100 ~~, 
experimentally the applied voltage vias 7. 5kV (the open 
circuit voltage 8.5kV minus the voltage drop in the circuit 
lkV). From She,ffert the voltage was 7kV for the same 
current per unit length. Considering the variations which 
can be expected from the effects of humidity and wire and 
plate surface condition these figures are in fair agreement. 
The current reQuired to charge the plate at a 
particular speed in order to produce a SUitable sensitivity 
was measured and noted in Section 5.35(120 and 280 pC/m2 ). 
The capacity of the selenium layer is about 1 pF/m2 according 
to Dessauer p.201 (5/16). Thus the potential produced was 
some 100 to 300 volts. This agrees with the value of 
voltage expected; the maximum plate potential quoted in 
the general literature being 600v. This should not be 
considered to be more than a check on the order of magnitude 
since edge effects were ignored aId the selenium thickness 
Vias not kno·,'ln. 
5.42 Photosensitivity of Selenium 
Satisfactory images were reproduced with exposures 
from 0.25 to 0.65 lumen.s/m2 • Starr (5/17) relates plate 
potential to exposure for amorphous selenium. Since 
vitreous s81enium was used here, a factor of ten must be 
applied to the sensitivity (5/5). Hence a reduction of 
plate potential from 100% to 75% (for 25 lux) or 50% 
(for 65' lux) is predicted. This reduction in plate 
potential in the illuminated areas is sufficient to give 
a reasonable developed image. 
.-."- .. - - .- ~--
- --,, __ .-_-. - -_ :..... "' _ ___ "C-. 
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From Fig. 5.33 it can be seen that the limit of illumination 
was in the region of 15 lux with a resulting potential 
change from 100% to 80%. For cascade development, a print 
density of unity can be obtained with an electrostatic 
contrast of 100 volts, according to Dessauer p.294 (5/15). 
This is consistent with the 25%-50% reduction from 300 V 
calculated in Section 5.~1. 
5.~3 Development and Transfer 
I t can be readily seen from Fi g. 5.3. 2 that the 
processes of development and transfer must be considered 
together. ':Vhen the ink particles come in contact 'IIi th 
the plate they adhere according to their charge. These 
charges are not fully neutralized as can be seen from the 
difference betYleen the po si ti ve and negative transfer 
images. The cascade developed images when transferred 
with negative potential behave as one would expect. 
Low charging currents and hence low initial plate potentials 
gave poor images. Excessive currents accentuated the plate 
imperfections (scratches and worn areas) without enhancing 
the image contrast. 
High speed aerosol development yielded better images 
than might !"lave been expected. The published Vlork (5/14) 
(5/18) (5/19) (5/20) deals only with low speed development 
(up to O.Olm/s.) 'l'hei'e appears to be no indication that 
speeds of 0.5 m/s·., which were achieved here, were even 
contemplated. 
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Nevertheless there would. a-ppear to be no fundamental 
reason why this speed should not be exceeded. So long as 
sufficient charged ink particles can be brought near to the 
moving drum or plates, development should ta~e place. 
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5.5 Programme o~ Future Research at time of 
Project Re-auuraisal 
Having established the feasibility of printing single 
sheets at design speed it was intended to progress to 
continuous operation. A second test rig was designed, 
based on the proposed printer, using a photoconducting drum. 
With this it was proposed to improve the development 
section in particular. The cleaning of the drum could also. 
be :gerf'ormed. Ini tially continuous :9aper feed v/as to have 
been employed but intermittent feeds were to be inVestigated. 
A theoretical study of the limitations of the aerosol 
development process was to be made. The rapid fusing of 
single lines was also to be studied. An initial literature 
survey suggested the following :9ossible methods:-
lasers, microwaves and R. F. induction heating. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
The aim of the Xerographic work had been to establish 
the feasibility of certain parts of a high speed printer. 
Working on a single 'sheet basis, optically generated 
characters vlere converted to a permanent visible form at 
the design speed of 100 lines per second. The novelty of 
t:le work lay in t:18 use of e.eroso}' d'svelo,;)!!:ent at high speeds. 
'1 ... -- 'l"d L commerCla mSC~lnes Q~Ja oeen pUO lSCle 2~ the tiS8 j.'18. ther 
than later. Comprehensive literature was aV2.ilable in 
1965, by v/hich ti;ne this work had been completed. 
The Q.uali ty of the printinG '.'!as not first cle.ss 
primarily because of th.;) \'{c'rn state of the selenium coated 
plates employed. The variation Of ink density was due to 
the intermittent nature of the print ins process. I.Iucil of 
this would have been eliminated in a printer using a drum 
instead of plates. 
No attemut '::as made to assess the Q.uali ty of the 
electrostatic images because of the complexity of the 
instrumentation required. 
In those areG.s ':;here the experimental findinss could 
be compared ';;i til the publi shed findi::",,,s of others, t!ler'e 
was general agreement. In the main area under investigation, 
high speed aerosol development, no published results were 
discovered. 
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The. limitations in speed of' printing Ylhich were 
encountered were due to lack of' illumination of' the optical 
characters. For continuous printers other limitations 
might be imposed by the requirements f'or drum cleaning 
between transf'er and recharging. No experimental work 
was possible in this f'ield. In the aeros~l development 
process there must be some upper speed limit in terms of' 
ink particle velocity. 
The possibility of' }Jrinting half' tone material in 
addition to alpha-numeric characters has been mentioned. 
The experimental results obtained "uere of' poor quality 
and much f'urther work would be requi red bef'ore a reali stic 
assessment could be made of' this method as the basis f'or 
a multipurpose high speed printer. 
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6.0 Project Re-appraisal 
By the end of 1965, the experimental work using flat 
Xerographic plates had been completed. It was considered 
that financial and practical assistance ','{ould be required 
for the ·vrork to be continued satisfactorily. 
The National Research and Development Corporation when 
approached, showed interest in the project but were unable 
to provide assistance. An application was made to The 
Science Research Council for a grant and at the same time 
Rank Xerox were asked if they would be prepared to supply 
a selenium coated drum. In reply Rank Xerox said that they 
were unable to supply a drum for commercial reasons; in 
addition they were at pains to point out the considerable 
difficulties involved in the project and the effort already 
expended by their American associates the Xerox Corporation. 
The S. R. C. in rejecting the application for a grant 
made some important comments. The first Vias that the advent 
of time sharing computers and improved buffering facilities 
had reduced the need for high speed on-line printers. 
Secondly the demand for on-line printers was beinf!; reduced 
by the increasing emphasis on direct access by remote 
terminals. Thirdly there seemed to be a feeling that the 
majority of computer users were satisfied with 600 lines/ 
minute printers. Fourthl.y tney pOinted out the disadvantages 
of the Xerographic system in terms of the need for frequent 
replac.ement of selenium coated drums because of near. The 
final and most important comment was that: "there may well 
be a need, in about five years, for computer output devices 
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which can produce alpha-numeric anotated line and possibly 
half tone images, the best solution to this problem is not, 
however, at all c'.:lvious at the present time". 
In view of these comments and the lack of material 
support from Rank Xerox, it Vias reluctantly decided to 
discontinue work on the Xerographic Printer. 
It was still felt hoi.7ever, that a need existed for a 
new form of high speed printer capable of alpha-numeric and 
half tone output. 
In connection wi th the fusing section of the Xero-. 
graphic printer, a preliminary study of lasers had been 
made. One idea which was put forward was to print by 
burning holes in paper using a fccussed laser beam. It 
was realized that laser power of tens of watts would be 
required. In 1965 lasers wi th high continuous power outputs 
were first reported. Simple experiments v/ere performed to 
determine the energy density required for scorching paper. 
In the course of these tests, it was discovered that there 
was a better method than scorching; the fusing cf small 
areas of.Xerographic ink. The energy density required Ylas 
about five times less than that requ.ired fcr sccrching, and 
the contrast produced Vias superior. 
It Vias decided to pursue this investigation further 
with a view to constructing a direct fusing laser printer 
as described in Section 7. 
7.0 Direct Fusing Laser Printer 
7.1 Introduction 
In the following sections a proposed laser printer 
is described together with the experimental and theoretical 
work which was carried out to determine the feasibility of 
0-/ 
the principle process involved: fusing by laser energy of 
powdered ink on paper. 
7.11 Description of Proposed Printer 
The basic concept of this printer 'IIould be to produce 
images by fusing discrete areas of powdered iILl<: onto the 
surface of untreated paper. Ini tially the .paper would be 
covered wi th a thin continuous layer of dry povrdered ink 
particles, these particles would adhere to the surface 
because of electrostatic forces induced by a corona di scharge. 
The ink layer would then be scanned in lines across the paper 
by a focussed laser beam. The beam power would be modulated 
so that some areas would receive more energy than others. 
The beam control would increase the power where a dark area 
was required causing the ink to fuse to the paper. By 
scanning over an area a complete image would be produced 
by the fused spots. 
In anoth'3r form of the :print~r, the scan..l'ling s'Peed. would 
be variable but the beam power would be constant. The 
beam would move slowly over areas to be fused, and fast over 
areas reQuired to remain Yihi je. 
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After the scannirgprocess, the surplus unfused ink 
would be removed by a vacuum system. The power modulation, 
or speed variation, would be controlled either electronically 
from a bu~fer store of the computer, or by the electro-
optic scanning of characters displayed on a C. R. T. 
This printer ',yould not be limited to the production of 
characters but could also be used for half tone work. 
It would satisfy nearly all the reQuirements set down 
in Section 3.3. for an ideal computer printer. The 
accessibili ty might be limi ted to the line before last but 
manual forwarding could be arranged for one line without 
destroying the layout of the final print out. 
7.12 ProQramme of Research 
The printer described in Section 7.11 had five major 
sections: anft electronic control for the moduJ,ation an,l "', 
scanning, a paper transport system, an ink spreading and 
charging system, a laser scannin3 and power modulation 
system and a surplus ink removal section •. 
It was considered that the feasibility of the whole 
printer depended principally upon the feasibility of the 
laser system for fusing the ink onto the paper. It was 
therefore decided to examine the ink fusing mechanism 
from an experimental and theoretical point of vie'l/. The 
aim was to determine the effects of energy density, 
scanning rate, paper texture and prior electrostatic 
charge upon the Quality of the fused image. 
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For the experimental work, a high power laser was 
required, and' a li terature survey was to be initiated to 
determine the most appropriate type of laser. 
A theoretical study of the fusing process from the 
point of view of heat transfer was also to be undertaken. 
If the results of the fusing work were satisfactori, 
the other sections of the printer were to have been 
examined in detail, if time allowed. 
7.13 Choice of Laser. 
Preliminary experiments (mentioned in Section 6.0 
p.43) suggested an energy density requirement in the order 
of .03 Joules / mm2 • For the printing of alpha-numeric 
material in lines 5 mm wide and 200 mm long at 5,000 lines 
per minute, a mean power of 250 watts would be required. 
(This assumes 10% of total area is black). At the time 
when these sums were done (March 1966) some lasers of this 
power had been reported. 1'hese were gas lasers using a 
mixture of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and helium and producing 
radiation of 10.6 ]J1fi wavelength (7/1) (7/2)(7/3) (7/4). 
No other laser, SOlid, liquid or gaseous had been reported 
with a continuous output of this order of magnitude. The 
fact that many kilowatts could be produced in small bursts 
by several other ,kinds of laser was not relevant, since their 
mean power was only- in the order of milliwatts. 
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The operation of the CO2 laser at 10.6 pm wavelength 
has disadvantages. Glass optical components cannot be used 
above 3 pm, therefore sodium chloride, potassium bromide 
or sintered zinc sulpllide have to be used. The first two 
materials have good optical properties, and are cheap but 
are adversely affected by mOisture. Sintered zinc sulphide 
(Irtran 2) is expensive and has lower transmission but is 
more durable. 
The H. F. modulation of the laser beam at 10.6 pm 
had· not been achieved. Modulation by means of altering the 
electrical supply to the tube ViaS only effective up to 
1 kHz. Other external methods of modulation were being 
tested in 1966 and are referred to in Section 7.7. 
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7.2 Design and Construction of Laser 
The basic design of the CO2 laser, used for this work, 
was obtained from the Services Electronics Research Laboratory 
Baldock. After consultation with the experts from S.E.R.L. 
it was decided that a laser of 30 watts nominal output 
would be suitable for the work and could be constructed at 
reasonable expense. 
The laser consisted of a water jac!<eted pyrex tube, 
30mm bore and 2m long with a mirror and an electrode at 
each end. By supplying about 10 kV across the electrodes, 
a current of 50-100 mA nassed through a mixture of gasses 
(1 part CO2 , 2 parts N2 , 10 parts He) in the tube at a 
pressure of 10 torr. The mirrors were stainless steel 
coated wi th gold; one concave a:1d the other plaTle wi th 
a central hole, covered by a window; through which the beam 
emerged. 
7.21 Overall Desi~n 
A self contained laser uni t was reQuired ... ·'hic!1 needed 
only to be plugged into a 13A single ph&se 240V socket, and 
supplied with mains cooling water. A design was arrived at 
in which the main cabinet containing the electrical power 
supply, together with the controls and instrumentation, 
was used to support the detachable horizontal laser tube. 
'Ihe vacuum pump and gas cylinder were mounted on a small 
trolley. ~he height of the horizontal output beam was 
kept well below eye level. 
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The main cabinet was of rigid construction to reduce 
vibration and to be strong enough to support the ne. power 
supply Vlhich weighed about 50 kg. The cabinet was totally 
enclosed for electrical safety. The instruments and controls 
were mounted on a sloping panel at the top for ease of 
operation. 
The pyrex laser tube was supported in rubber mountings 
to reduce tube vibration. The tube with its mirrors and 
electrodes was enclosed by a perspex cover for electrical 
safety. Holes were provided in the ends for the output 
beam and to allow for the adjustment o1J the mirrors. 
?ig. 7.2.1 is a photograph of the laser tube and 
control panel. 
7.22 Optical System 
Two mirrors l~m apart rlere used; the one at the R.E. 
end being concave vIi th a focal length of 10m, the other being 
plane with a central 5mm diameter hole. Both were made from 
gold coated stainless steel 30mm diameter and 12~mm thick. 
Stainless steel was used in preference to glass because of 
its thermal stability. Gold was used "because of its high 
reflectivity at lO.6pm wavelength, although it Vias found to 
be very s1_~sceptible to damage from mish2Jldling. Fortunately 
departmental vacuum coating facili ties were available for 
re-coating the mirrors, once the damaged gold had been 
removed. 
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Two materials yrere used for the window which fi tted 
into the plane mirror, Potassium Bromide and Irtran 2. 
Most of the experimental work was p'.~rformed using an Irtran 2 
window because the other windows clouded over rapidly from 
exposure to moisture making initial visual alignment 
impossible. 
7.23 Mirror Mounts 
The mirrors had to be mounted in such a way that an 
air tight seal was maintained while allowing for angular 
adjustment. Initially the E.E.R.L. design of mirror mount 
was employed. An aluminimum flange was cemeEted onto the 
tube end 'Ni th epoxy resin (Araldi te). A second flange, 
into which was cemented the mirror, was supported from the 
first by stainless steel bellaovs. The flanges were kept 
apart by a tie bar and two adjusting screws. (Fig. 7.2.2.a) 
Difficulty was experienced with the sealing of this type of 
mirror mount. 
A new type of mount ','/as designed and tested. Rubber 
'0' rings were used to seal the mount to ti<.e tube aEd to 
give the required flexibility for mirror adjustrr,ent. 
Fig. 7.2.2b shows a section through the mirror mount. 
Fig. 7.2.3. and Fig. 7.2.4. show the mouIlt in position and 
the components respectively. The mounts ',vere fOUEd to be 
satisfactory in operation from the points of view of sealing 
and po si tional stability. Fine adjustrr.ent Vias fOUEd to be 
ra ther diffi cuI t and finer screVi t!-l.reads could have been 
employed to advanta£e. 
A later modificati on was to incorporate '[rater cooling 
tubes on the mirror retainin[ plates. 
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7.2u Vacuum System 
The worldng pressure of the laser was 10 torr and 
small quantities of air in the gas mixture were known not 
to be detrimental. A single stage rotary vacuum pump was 
therefore sufficient,giving a maximum rated vacuum of * torr. 
Fig. 7.2.5 shoYls a diagram of the system. 
The vacuum pump was co=ected to the tube through a 
diaphragm valve via one of the electrodes. The other 
electrode gas co=ection lVas through a needle valve to a 
cylinder of mixed gas. The electrodes were sealed to the 
tube with epoxy resin. The mirror mounts used '0' ring 
seals. 
The laser was operated with a positive gas flow from 
the cylinder to the vacuum pump. Complete vacuum tightness 
of a high order was therefore not required. The static 
leak rate wa~tested from time to time and was found to be 
of the order of 5 lusec. For normal laser operation, the 
needle valve opening of 10 divisions gave a gas bleed rate 
of 100 lusec.l'his was equivalent to 1 complete gas change 
every It minutes. 
The gas mixture ',vas made in the laboratory in a gas 
cylinder to a pressure of 120 hlT/m2 from bottled helium and 
carbon dioxide and atmospheric air. Nitrogen was not used 
since no conclusive evidence had been published to show 
that it was superior to air. 
-- ---·c--=~_ ~_ 
-_-_ -0..-
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7. 25 Electrical Supply 
Two alternative electrical pOVler supply systems were 
used to drive the laser. For A. C. operation a neon sign 
transformer Vias employed. The primary of this was connected 
to the 250 volts mains supply. The output was connected 
directly to the l~ser electrodes. Because the transformer 
was designed with its secondary winding centre tapped to 
earth, neither of the laser electrodes could be earthed. 
The tube voltage was measured with an electrostatic volt-
meter. The tuoe current \"Ias ,::easured oy inserting an 
ammeter betveen the t~o halves of the secondary winding of 
the transformer. In this way the ammeter was at earth 
potential. TY:9ical output current and :90Yier characteristics 
for this trAnsformer ore given in Fig;cG. 
No trc1)ble ~as ex~erienced with startin~ using A.C. 
r~he combination of t~!e char:--c;~~::'is~~ic htr~·:l no-load and the 
1'eak volt.-;,.~·e ]~0.'-· e~.c~! c:lcle, S':~!.E.~)led con.i~~cti011 to take 
:5=)l[~c= -::"i thir~ :..the tu:::e o,t yreS3Ures l..rp to 16 to:r:r. 
Fep :l .. -:;. oper9~tion of tl1~ laser 8. variable o'J.tput 
that a supply of 5 k'1 and 250 ITL!c "",,.8S required. !:_ system 
~as constructed, using thermionic valve rectification, to 
meet '~~!is specif'ication. It v/as found that a higher vol tage 
and a 10":ier cu:::':::'e:lt .,.,.ere in fact reQuired. 
A second system ITas constructed. In this case a 
number of silicon dioQ:Ss ·:l51 .... e ;.lsed in a vcl ta~e doubling 
circuit to obtain a no load volt8.6e of 10 kV. Trouble 
,"laS experienced ";,.i th this circuit because of di01e failures. 
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The individual diodes tended to fail when subjected to the 
maximum inverse voltage. In each' diode chain, the failure 
of one diode increased the voltage on the remainder/leading 
to a chain reaction in which all failed. 
In the final power supply, shown diagrammetically in 
Fig. 7.2.6 Silicon Diodes were again used. Protection was 
, I 
provided against current surges by introducing a series 
resistance (125:J2.); a fuse (500 mA) was also provided to 
protect against persistant overloads. It had been discovered 
that the fuse provided no protection against short current 
overloads since in this case the diodes failed first. 
To' protect against inverse voltage overloading two 
precautions were taken. A larger number of diodes was 
used, 13 on each side each rated at 1000V instead of the 
original 10. Each diode was shunted by a resistor (2.5 1LD_) 
to equalize the voltage drops along the train. 
Variation of output voltage was obtained by means of 
a "Variac" variable ratio transformer through which the 
main H. T. transformer was supplied. 
Protective circuits were provided. In order to 
eliminate the possibility to accidental switching on of 
the supply a main trip circuit was included. No power 
could be supplied to the H. T. transformer while this 
circuit was broken. Included in this circuit were a 
key switch to urevent unauthorized use of the system and 
- . 
an emergency stop button. Any number of other srritches 
could be added to the circuit to prevent operation whilst 
the apparatus was uncovered, e.g. due to the removal of the 
laser tube cover. 
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Having been tripped out a trip reset button had to be 
depressed to reactivate the main supply. 
An overload current cutout YJaS also provided to limit 
the current drawn from the system. Again manual resetting 
was reQuired aft~r tripping out had occurred. 
A wire wound 15 K S2. resistor \'Ias included in the 
line from the power supply to the live electrode. This 
limited the surge current when switching on the laser. 
V'later cooled aluminimum electrodes were used for both 
A.C. and D. C. operation. The mains water vias found to be 
of high resistivity and only small leakage currents were 
measured (5 mA). At inlet and outlet of the cooling 
water, 2m length of small bore tube were left and the 
extreme ends '"ere earthed. 
7.26 Output PO·Ner !,!easurinr: Devices 
It Vias reQ.uired to determine the power output of the 
laser in order to relate it to the printing performance. 
Absolute precision was not reQ.uired but consista.'1t and 
repea table measurements ~7ere needed. I t was decided to 
employ t:1e simplest possible means. This involved 
measuring the rate of temperature rise of a mass of metal 
when heated by the laser beam. 
The beam diameter was about 5 mm. The mass to be 
heated VIas a short length of 6 mm bore copper tubing. One 
end was left open for the beam to enter, the other vias 
flattened onto a copper/constantan thermocouple junction. 
- -- ----- ----
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The cold junction was held in melting ice. The e.m.f. 
produced Vias record.ed against time on an X - Y plotter. 
Yli th maximum gain, the Y scale was about '0 .45K per mm. 
The X scale of time was variable. 
It had been intended to compare the output measured 
in this way with results from other methods. A flowing 
water calorimeter was considered. Lack of time prevented 
the construction of other measuring devices. 
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7.3 Description of Experimental Work 
This section describes experimental work performed to 
assess the feasibility of the direct fusing printer using a 
low power laser. The energy· densi ty reCluired to produce 
satisfactory printing was determined at different speeds. 
The effect of paper texture and electrostatic charging of 
the ink were examined. Printing tests were performed \"li th 
the laser operating on A. C. and D. C. Microscopic 
examination was made of the fused ink. 
The laser output pO":ler measurements are described in 
Appendix Section 10.24. 
7.31 Application of Laser to Ink Fusing 
The turntable apparatus sho"llll in Fig. 7.3.1 Vias used 
in tests designed to evaluate the effects of speed, power 
and paper texture upon ink fusing. The horizontal laser 
beam was deflected vertically downwards by a mirror which 
could be moved along the beam. The beam was thus made to 
impinge at any given radius on a horizontal turntable. The 
beam was brought to a focus on the turntable surface by 
a sodium chloride lens of 100 mm focal length. The effective 
beam diameter on the turntable surface was about t mm. 
In a typical test, a sheet of paper was sprinkled with 
Xerographi c toner a11d passed through a corona discharge. 
The paper, .. ":i th ink u':lpermost was then 'Jlaced on the revolving 
turn table, the traversing mechani srn ~::as operated by hand to 
produce a fused spi ral. 1'l1e surplus unfused ink "iiaS chen 
removed by gentle wiping wi th cotton "iiOOl. A typical test 
sheet, with A.C. operation of tile laser, is shown in Fig. 7.3.2. 
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7.311 Printin~ Tests 
The first printing tests were performed with A. C. 
operation of the laser. The mean power was It watts, but 
at the peak of each pulse the instantaneous power Vias about 
8 watts. From Fig. 7.3.3 the effects of initial ink 
thickness may be seen •. With excess ink, small ink pellets 
were formed which did not all adhere to the paper. With 
insufficient ink, the adhesion to the paper was good but 
the overall contrast was diminished. From the standpoint 
of image stability, it appears that under inking would be 
preferable. 
Fig. 7.3.4 demonstrates the effect upon the contrast 
of using different kinds of paper. The gloss or art paper 
gave excellent results with a completely clean background. 
Writing or typing paper gives good contrast but the 
background \':as discoloured by trapped ink in the paper 
surface. This effect is even more apparent with blotting 
paper, there the open texture of the paper surface held 
sufficient 'mfused ink to make it appear grey. 
The effect of prior electrostatic charging is sho'Nn in 
Fig. 7.3.5. The individual areas of fused in).;: are more 
clearly defined in the charged sample. This is discussed 
further in section 7.32. 
To produce the printed sarr;ple shown in Fig. 7.3.6 .the 
laser beam ";laS chopped by a disc wi th a number of holes 
which was roteted in its path. The beam was thus mOdulated 
·not only at 100 Hz froit the P-IJ. opere'. ti on of the laser but 
I 
also at a higher frequency (700 Hz in this case). 
Indi vidual fused spots were produced, each Yii th a diameter 
of i;: mm. 
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In order to determine the effect of energy density, 
tests were performed \'1i th various laser powers. Filters 
of kno'un optical impedance 'uere placed in the laser beam 
and test sheets v/ere produced. The energy densi tywas 
calculated in terms of the peak laser power, an' equivalent 
beam diameter and the radius on the turntable. For a given 
power and beam diameter, the energy densi ty Vias inversely 
proportional to the instantaneous radius of the helix. 
In Fig. 7.3.7 the 'Nidth of the fused ink trace is 
plotted against the energy density. The circled letters 
corres:pond with those on the typical test sheet. (F1.g; 7.3.2'<) 
It may be seen that there was consid.orable scatter but that 
. up to O.02:r/mm2 , the trace width was proportional to the 
energy density. For higher energy density the trace width 
did not increase in :proporticn. 
Also plotted on Fig. 7.3.7 are results of tests using 
a heat sensitive paper (Thermofax) and of tests in v/hich 
ty:pine ,::,c.per 'Nas scorched. For both these the trace ':Iid th 
was proportional to enprgy density. The values of energy 
densi ty ho··;r~v~ r were respecti vely 2~ and 10 times greater 
than those for ink fusing. 
SOme tests were ~erformed with t~e laser operating on 
D. C. FiS. 7.3.5 ShO'HS tre.ce widti1 :plotted ac;ainst energy 
densi ty I .... or t:-J.ree kiEds of paper.' The lE-ser :po'Her W9.S 8 ":;s.t ts,. 
T~lere. apgec_;'S to be no significs.n t difference in the y,rid th 
of trace produced. A ~redicted curve is also plotted, ~hich 
is referred to in Section 7.42. 
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An additional method was examined experimentally 
using carbon paper. The focus sed laser beam passed through 
a sheet of carbon paper face dOl'ln'ilards on a sheet of plain 
paper. Darl, particles were transferred to the paper surface. 
The quality of printing was poor and the energy density 
requirements were of tl-,e same order as those for scorching. 
Poor results were obtained Yli th Xerographi c ink on 
polythene sheets. Better resul ts were obtained wi th 
carbon paper placed face upwards beneath polythene, 'IIi th 
the laser beam passing through tile polythene before meeting 
the 'carbon'. 
7.312 Pelleting Experiment in a Semi. Infinite Bed of Ink 
·Some simple tests were performed in which pellets of 
fused ink were produced by allowing the laser beam to impinge 
upon the surface of a deep bed of ink powder. 
The duration of each test was controlled by means of a 
shutter. The laser power was measured before each test. The 
pellets wer,e weighed and the weights plotted against energy 
input (calculated from power x exposure time) in Fig, 7.3.9. 
From these results an energy requirement for fUSing ink powder 
of 370 Jig was obtained, this is discussed in Section 7.5. 
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7.32 Microscouic Examination of' Fused In.lc 
Fig. 7.3.10 shows six micro-photographs of' ink spots 
with a linear magnif'ication of 90. The f'irst is f'rom 
region B wi th normal inking. A narrow {±mm) spot Ylas 
produced, with some uncovered areas. The spot f'rom region 
C, where the most acceptable visual co~trast was produced, 
had complete ink coverage. The surf'ace was smooth and 
shiny f'rom the running together of' the ink particles. 
The width was the nominal spot width (tmm). In region 
D the v/idth had not appreciably increased, but the ink had 
been decomposed at the centr·3. The outer portions f'ormed 
a continuous f'used surface. The spot f'rom region E "-las 
completely hollow, and charring of' the paper in the centre 
had cOll!!'!1enced; this discolouration camlOt of COFrse be 
seen in the photograph. The ratiO of' energy densities 
bet,'/een regions E anc. B was about 7 to 1. 
Fig. 7.3.10. 5 shows a typical underinked spot. The 
areas of f'used ink covered only a small proportion oft::e 
spot area. The ink particles haQ run together into s!'!1all 
unconnected ",asses. Nevertheless, some spots wit11 good 
apparent contrast, ,'Iere f'otmd by microscopic examination 
not to have full coverage of tie paper by ink particles. 
An undercflarged spot is not reproduced out 'Has similar 
to the under-inked spots in some respects. 'l'he ink particles 
fused into larger unconnected IT;e..sses. Eeen 1:ri th the naked 
eye they produced a mottled effec t, whereas trie unde~in}:ed 
spots ")'/ere grey. 
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Fig. 7.3.10.6 shows a single spot ~mm in diameter 
produced by chopping the laser beam. The edges of the spot 
were clearly defined and the centre was well filled and 
shiny. 
An attempt "Nas made to view a'cross section of an 
ink spot. The thickness of a typical spot was about 25 pm 
and it was noted that the paper thick..'"less was 100 p.m. This 
latter figure was in agreement viith results of measurements 
using a micrometer for all papers; except blotting paper. 
Some 3amples of ink fused onto polythel':e sheet were 
also examined.' These appeared to sho'."l a certain degre'e of 
chemical bonding between the ink and polythene. 
Samples of paper, without ink, which had been charred 
a 
on the surface by the laser were examined. The effected 
areas seemed to be hardly altered when seen magnified. 
The discolouration could be easily removed by local abrasion 
e.g. eraser or sharp pOint. With examples of paper v/11ere 
ink had been fused and then removed by abrasion, it could be 
seen that the paper surface had been severely damaged. 
7.33 Adhesion Experiments 
A simple experiment Y/as performed to determine the 
relative adhesion of charged and uncharged ink particles 
to paper. A horizontal disc mounted on ,9. motor spindle 
'"as covered ':li th paper and ink was sprinkled evenly on the 
paper. The motor was run at a number of speeds, increasing 
in steps. For each speed, the diameter of the circle of the 
ink remaining on the paper was measured. 
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" 
The test was repeated using a paper disc with ink which had 
been subjected to a corona discharge. 
The individual tests gave considerable scatter of 
results but the approximate ratio of adhesion forces between 
charged and uncharged ink ',vas found to be 15 to 1. The 
importance of this is discussed in Section 7.5. 
7.34 Summary of Exnerimental Results 
1. Permanent images of good contrast were obtained by 
fusing powdered ink onto paper using a laser. 
2. The width of fused spot produced was found to be 
proportional to the energy density for a range of incident 
powers. 
3. The contrast of fused images was enhanced by prior 
electrostatic charging of the ink. 
4. Inferior images were produced using heat sensitive 
(Thermofax) paper, the energy density required being 
2t times greater than for ink fusing. 
5. Ten times the energy density for fusing was found to 
be required for scorching paper. 
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7.h Theory of Image Formation by Fusing Ink Onto Paper 
The images formed by this printing proces·s owe their 
existance to the retention of discrete areas of ink 
particles on the surface of paper. The ink particles are 
approximately spherical and 5 to 10 pm in diameter. The 
plastic resin/which is their main constituentjmelts at 
336 K and starts to decompose at 431 K. The paper surface 
although microscopically smooth, consists of partially 
loose fibres a few pm in diameter. 
To form an image the ink particles must bond together 
and also to the fibres of the paper surface. The 
surroQ~ding area must remain essentially free from ink 
particles after the brushing process. The thickness of the 
fused ink is not important so long as the covering in the 
re~uired area is continuous, since the ink particles are 
entirely opa~ue in ti1e visible regions. The temperature 
of the ink should not be raised above 431K. 
7.41 Postulated Uechanism of Fusing 
For satisfactory fusing to occur, the ink in direct 
contact ~;ii th the paper mus t oe !!lel ted. Rea t rous t therefore, 
be supplied 7lhich raises the temperature of ~!!e inle, and 
part of the paper, from ambient to above 336K and to melt 
the ink. In addi tion, there must be 2-11 attraction between 
the ink and the paper. The forc".s of s'.lrface tensicn on 
the ink particles as they melt ';iill not promote adhesion. 
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level is achieved by the particles dr2:;,'in;:;closer. to the 
paper • 
.l...42 Energy Considerations Lumned Systems 
For this treatment of the 9roblem, it is assumed that 
the rate of heat transfer, within the ink and paper, is not 
important. Only the heat energy entering the system and 
the thermal capacities are relevant. 
Consider first the case of the pelleting tests 
(Section 7.312) \'1here there was no paper. The laser beam 
impinged on the ink for a short ti~e, the energy given to 
the ink was:-
(1) * 
A pellet was produced, when the temperature of the ink rose 
from Q
a 
the ambient temgerature to ter"perature Q. Since 
melting must have taken place to produce the adhesion Q » Qm 
and energy must have been supplied to satisfy the latent 
heat hence:-
'~ = A/Cl' (Q - Q ) + L " ~ a ml J (2) 
Tests on the ink had sho'un that it degrades at a temperature 
Qd' Above thi s temper,,, ture, any further energy causes the 
ink to break dO'.'lll into gaseous form. 
* Symbols are listed on Page ix 
Sir..ce the emissivity of ink is ~ea!:'ly u..."1.ity (0.96) - see 
Section 10.5, it is ignored in subsequent calculations. 
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If it is assumed that the temperature was raised in the 
pelleting tests to gd then equation (2) becomes:-
Q = 11 r c. (gd - g ) +L il 
_ 1 a mlJ 
Taking values of properties from Appendix Section 10.5 
and assuming a mean ambient temperature of 288K. 
,~ = M [1. 7 (431 - 288) + 1.3] = 245 !.l 
or Q/M = 245 J/g 
A line of Q/M = 245J/g is drawn on Fig. 7.3.9 which 
shows the experimental results of the pelleting tests. 
Also drawn is Q/M = 370J/g which represent"s 150% of the 
(2' ) 
energy previously calculated. These results are related 
in Section 7.5. 
This method can now be extended to the practical 
region where the ink is on top of paper. Consider an 
area of ink on paper receiving an amount of heat Q. The 
mass in equation (2) is replaced by terms for ink and paper 
including density. Thus equation (2) becomes:-
Q = A [ZiWiLmi+ (g - Ga)(ZiWiCi+ ZpWpCp )] 
For a moving energy source of effective width Yf with a 
veloci ty relative to the ink of VI we can wri te an Energy 
density term:-
Q \71 t ";'/1 
E = = -A YIVl t YIV l 
This is true even for a circular spot of effective 
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We must distinguish between the ef'f'ective beam spot 
width Yl and the width of' f'used ink spot produced Yi • 
Equation (3) may be rewritten in terms of' Yi :-
Q = YiVl t [ZiWiLim+ (e - ea) (ZiwiCi + ZpWpCp )] 
but Q.= Wl t (equation (1) ) 
.'01 t 
. 1 = YiVlt [ .... ] 
Wl = YiVl l· .. .] 
~ = Yi L····] 
YIVl Yl 
Hence f'rom (4) E = ~~ l .... ] 
EYl (6) 
This may be evaluated using the values properties in 
Appendix Section }.O.5 and values of' Yl , Zi' ~u1.d Zp from 
Section 7.32 again assume that e = ed and that the whole 
thickness of' the paper is heated. 
Hence Yi = 26.5 E mm, \Orhere E is in J/mm
2 
This line is plotted with the experimental f'using results 
on Fig. 7.3.7 and Fig. 7.3.8. 
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7.43 One Dimensional Heat Transfer with Stationary Heat Source 
If we consider a stationary heat source at the surface 
of the ink with a power of VI acting for a time t on an area 
A/giVing a heat flux F=Vl/A we may determine the temperature 
at any' depth. We consider only locations along the axis of 
the heat source (direction z perpendicular to the paper 
surfac~. For simplicity the ink and paper are taken as a 
single homogeneous semi-infinite slab. 'Ne also assume that 
no significant heat is used to produce phase change in the 
ink. Carslaw and Jaeger (7/5) (p.75) give this expression 
for the temperature rise:-
(7) 
where k and D are the thermal. conductivity and diffusivity 
and 'erfc' is the complementary error function defined and 
tabulated on p.485 of Carslaw and Jaeger (7/5). 
This equation has been evaluated using material 
properties from Appendix Section 10.5 for a value of F which 
has been shown experimentally to give good fusing 
(22 watts/mm2 for 0.001 seconds). This results in a 
maximum surface temperature of 1800K and an interface 
temperature of 400K (i.e. at Z = 0.025mm). 
- -'-='-=-"--~'- ---~--- -;.-=----~~~-
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7.44 Three Dimensional Heat Transfer with 
Stationary Heat Source 
The treatment used in the previous section is here 
extended to include the transmission of heat in the plane 
of the paper. The mean beam radius r is used and the 
temperature rise along the axis is given by Carslaw and 
Jaeger (7/5) on page 264 as :-
(8) 
= 
this assumes a uniform energy ~istribution across the beam, 
but Guenot and Racient (7/6) have shown that this does not 
a 
effect temperatures along the axis. 
Using the same values as in Section 7.43 equation (8) 
has been evaluated. For this ratio' .of Z to r and wi th the 
small value of t, t~e temperatures are the same as from 
equation (7) in Section 7.43. The effect of transverse 
heat transmission would only be significant for smaller 
values of r and much larger values of t. 
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7.45 Statement of Full Problem in 
Three Dimensional Transient Heat Transfer 
The aim of this Section is to outline the full heat 
transfer problem and to point to some possible approaches 
towards a solution. 
What. is reCJ.uired to be known is the temperature 
distribution, in all three coordinates, in a system 
consisting of a layer of ink on a layer of paper. The 
surface of the ink is subjected to a moving radiant heat 
source, the power of which varies with time. The energy 
distribution across the beam is not known and may not 
remain the same for different total powers of the beam. 
The ink layer is composed of particles which are not 
all of the same size and shape. The emmisivity of the ink 
surface as a whole is not known. The energy absorbtion of 
the ink particles at the particular wavelength of the laser 
beam is not known. Probably the ink particles transmit some 
of the heat and absorb some of the heat. This would have 
the effect of heat generation within the ink layer as non-
linear function '.'Ii th respect to depth. It should not be 
assumed that the ink layer is either homogeneous or 
isotropic with respect to thermal conductivity. 
The ink pal'ticles suffer a change of state during the 
heating process. This has two effects; first to absorb 
more heat \'Ii tho'.lt change of temperature thus spoiling the 
heat transmission equation, second the geometry of the 
system changes as the particles melt together. This change 
of geometry vlill have an effect on the conductivity of the 
ink. If the degradation temperature is reached energy will 
be absorbed and ablation ','Iill occur. 
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A t the ink/paper interface the conducti vi ty will depend 
upon the surface texture of the paper. If some energy is 
present in the form of radiation, having not been fully 
absorbed by the ink, the emmisivity Vlill be involved. For 
thin paper, the temperature and thermal capacity of the sub-
strate will have some effect. 
Taking these problems in order, possible methods of 
attack may be mentioned. van Nood and Beek (7/7) treat the 
case of radiative heat transfer to a moving plate, but the 
material involved has. high conducti vi ty and the irradiated 
area is large compared with the strip width. Cobble (7/8) 
considers the heating produced by a moving discrete source 
and presents a finite transform solution. This approach 
might prove useful if suitable property values could be 
found, since it takes account of losses at the boundaries. 
Carslaw and Jaeger (7/5) give an analytical soluticn for a 
slab on p.268. This is rather formidable even for a semi-
infinite homogeneous medium. The Question of energy 
distribution Vii thin the beam is considered by Guernot and 
Racinet, (7/6); the axial temperatures are not effected, 
but off-axis temperatures are. They give expressions for 
the off-axis temperature distribution for a Gaussi~~ 
energy distribution "ili thin the beam. 
The heat conduction problems associated Vii th porous 
media are discussed by Luikov et al. (7/9). They consider 
hovl the overall heat transmission by packed particles may 
be evaluated but do not consider heat generation within 
the particles. Cline and Kropschot (7/10) consider the 
same problem and also include mixtures of povlders. 
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Brodie and Hate treat the same problem but in conditions 
where radiation between the particles is not significant 
(7/11). Van den Held (7/12) derives some complex 
mathematical expressions relating to conduction in materials 
where radiation is also important, i.e. semi-transparent 
media. 
The matter of change of state is considered by /.!urray 
and Landis (7/13) is one dimensional and an outline is 
given of a method of solution applicable to digital and 
analogue conputation. Goodman (7/14) presents an approach 
to the one dimensional problem \7hich employs the Heat 
• 
Balance Integral. Lockwood (7/15) gives a numerical 
procedure for digital computer solution of the problem 
in three dimensions. Boley (7/16) (7/17) considers the 
cases where there is not only a change of state but where 
ablation also occurs. Penner and Sharma (7/18) give an 
analytical expression for the one dimensional case of 
absorbtion wi thin an irradiated medium wi th ablation at the 
surface. 
A probability approach to the solution of transient 
heat conduction problem is given by Raji Sheikh and Sparro.'j 
(7/19). They claim that their "floating random walk" 
approach may be applied to a wide range 'Jf problems. A 
perturbation solution is suggested by Kicker and Asnani 
(7/20) but this appears to be only applicable to isotropic 
homogeneous media. The electrical analogue method of 
solution is outlined by LiebmsPB(7/2l) (7/22). He claims 
that it is applicable to problems including cha~ge of state. 
It may be seen from this short review that most of the 
- = ---
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aspects of the problem can be tackled individually. Ei ther 
fairly complex analytical solutions or sophisticated 
numerical methods may be found to treat the individual parts. 
Nevertheless to combine all these to give a complete 
theoretical picture of the problem is a task which does 
not seem to 'Oe justified, particularly since the physical 
properties of the materials involved are so ill defined. 
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7.5· Correlation bo,tvleen Experimental Findings 
and Theoretical Predictions ) 
In Section 7.42 consideration was given to the fusing 
of powdered ink, in a deep bed, into pellets. Using the 
assumed properties of the ink, a relationship was obtained 
between the incident energy and the pellet mass produced. 
This is compared with the experimental results in Fig. 7.3.9 
It .may be seen that there is good correspondence between 
the theoretical prediction which allows an extra arbitrary 
50% for losses and the experimental values. The losses 
would include energy causing degradation at the upper ink 
surface and energy given to adjacent ink particles which 
was insufficient to cause fusing. Bearing in mind the 
uncertainty associated with the property values, this 
degree of agreement must be considered satisfactory. 
In the analysis of the printing tests, it was 
assumed that no energy was used to heat the unfused ink 
particles. It was also assumed that the whole paper 
thickness was raised to the same temperature as the ink 
whereas the lower surface probably did not in fact reach 
this state. It was thought reasonable to allow one of these 
effects to cancel out the other. 
The simple relationship betwee·n energy densi ty and 
spot width was plotted with the experimental results in 
Figures 7.3.7 and 7.3.8. In regions A Band C, where 
microscopic examination had shown good fusing without 
degradation, there was good agreement between theory and 
experiments. 
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Allowing for experimental scatter, this is true for 
A. C. and D. C. operation, for three kinds of paper and over 
a four to one range of incident powers. When considering 
the degree of scatter, it must be remembered that the 
initial ink layer thickness was not closely controlled. 
It can clearly be seen that for regions D and E, 
where energy was being used to degrade the ink, the spot 
width was not proportional to the "energy densi ty. In the 
cases of the marking of Thermofax paper and the scorching 
of paper a direct proportionality again applied. No 
theoretical prediction of the constant was made. 
The theoretical predictions of temperature 
distribution based on one and three dimensional heat 
transfer were not realistic (Sections 7.42 and 7.44). 
The surface predicted temperatures would have caused 
degradation, signs of which were not observed microscopically. 
The explanation lies in the nature of the ink. It was not 
a homogeneous solid medium receiving heat only at the surface. 
Its particles transmitted part and absorbed part of the 
incident radiation by a scattering process. This 
effectively caused heating within the ink layer. This had 
the effect of flattening out the steep temperature gradient. 
Since these simple approaches to the solution of the heat 
transfer problem yielded such disappointing results, the full 
treatment mentioned in Section 7.45 did not seem to justify 
further consideration. 
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7.6 Conclusions 
It has been shown that images of good optical 
quaiity may be o~tained by using a laser. The best images 
were obtained by fusing powdered ink onto paper. Less 
energy was required for this than for scorching paper or 
marking a heat sensitive paper. 
The experimental results relating energy density and 
spot size were in good agreement y.ri th the predictions from 
a simple theory. It appeared that an approach using 
internal heat transfer was not justified. Although the 
full theoretical problem was outlined, no attempt was 
made to formulate a complete theory for the complex 
problem. 
Printing by this means appeared to be possible on 
a wide range of papers and some other materials. 
The laser size required for printing at the design 
speed would depend upon the control system employed. A 
prediction using the simple lumped system approach is a 
mean power of 500 watts. This is well within the power 
range now available. 
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7.7 Suggestions for Further Work 
The following avenues for further work should be 
considered:-
1. Tests with finer inter-line spacing to determine the 
effects of heat flow at right angles to the direction of 
scan. These could reveal a limitation of the process 
particularly for half tone work. 
2. Tests vli til higher powers and speeds to ensure that the 
energy density criterion is true for speeds at which 
commercial printers might work. 
3. More detailed examination of the available beam 
modulation techniques, and of possible mechanisms for use 
in a system employing variable speed scanning. This 
latter is an elegant solution to the modulation problem 
but at present would require a mechanical deflection 
system. Electro-optic deflecters, which already exist for 
shorter wavelengths, may become available. (7/23)( 7/24) 
(7/25) (7/26) (7/27) (7/28) (7/29). 
4. The process of surplus ink removal by suction or air 
knifing, with or without the application of an alternating 
electrostatic field. 
5. The printing by means of a laser on surfaces other 
than paper should be studied. Printing onto transparent 
plastic films was tried with varied success in the course 
of this present work. A systematic study, bearing in 
mind the chemical Droperties of both ink and sheet materials 
- I 
would be most re°t;I>.rding. 
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6. A further study of laser progress with particular 
reference to l,e'asers working in the near infra red (about 
1 pm wavelength). Such high powered solid state lasers 
e.g. Ho in YAG, are thought to have been made. This would 
be particularly good because glass optics could be used 
and electro-optic modulators work already in this region. 
'-
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8.0 Overall Conclusions 
1. It has been shown that lines of' alpha-numeric 
characters may be· printed Xerographically at speeds in 
excess of' 5,000 lines per minute. The optical characters 
used were of' a brightness (60 lux) obtainable f'rom a 
cathode ray tube. 
2. Aerosol develo:l:JElent I1as been proved to be a viable 
development ~ethod at linear speeds in excess of' 0.5m/sec. 
Pos5. ti ve (ble.ck on ';'Ihi te) and negative (whi te on black) 
·printing have been demonstrated. 
3. Some half' tone images have been printed using aerosol 
development at speeds of' 0.1 m/sec. 
4. The transf'er of' images to paper at speeds above 0.5 m/sec 
has been demonstrated. 
5. Printed characters have been produced of reasonoble 
optical contrast (considering the physical state of the 
selenium c02ted plates). 
6. Visible images fixed on paper have been produced 
usinS a laser. 
7. r~-,e iaethod of fusing ink particles has been shown to 
reQuire a lO\7er energy densi ty than other laser printing 
techniques. 
8. The optical contrast of the fused images has been 
demonstrated to be v·':ry good using a ,ride range of types 
of pap"3r. 
,." 
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9. The estimated laser pOYler requirement for a high 
speed printer is vii thin the range of lasers available 
(c. 500 watts). 
10. The resolution obtainable (4 lines/mm) is suitable 
for characters and for some kinds of half tone printing. 
8.1 Recommendations 
1. That further work, on an individual basis, is not 
justified to'ilards improving the Xerographic printer. 
2; That in the light of the results of the laser 
printing work, further efforts in this direction should 
be made. The particular areas in which fruitful studies 
might be pursued are:-
i. Laser beam modula ti on and scanning methods vii th 
particular reference to variable velocity scanning. 
ii. Powder handling techniques related ot the production 
of thin even layers. 
1i1. Intermittant paper feed mechanisms to operate at 
high speeds. 
i v. Systems for the removal of surplus powder and its 
re-use. 
v. T!1e relationship between laser power and printing 
speed with higher powers, together with the effects of 
scan spacing. 
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10 Appendices 
10.1 Units and Standards 
The work described here was commenced in 1963 before 
the Government's announcement of the change to the Eetric 
(SI) system of Units (24th Nay, 1965) The initial 
calculations and apparatus design were performed using 
Imperial Units. Wherever possible these figures have 
now been converted to 5.1. units in this thesis. The 
latter part of the work was pursued throughout using 
S.l. units. 
B. 5. 3763 1964 has been used for the values of the 
units and in general the names used are the same. However, 
some temperatures are quoted in Celcius for ease of under-
standing. Also the I.S.O. a9proved unit hertz (Hz) is 
used for frequency. 
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10.2 Calibration Tests 
The f'ollowing sections describe the calibration tests 
perf'orned f'or both the Xerographic ar-d laser printing 
projects. The calibration curves f'orm the first part of 
Section 11. 
10.21 Calibration of Belt Sueed 
The main parallel cotton belts were run at a number 
of speeds up to 150% design speed. At each pOint the 
Servomex control indicated speed was plotted against ·the 
belt speed measured with a hand held tachometer (Fig. A). 
From this/Fig. B was drawn which relates printing speed 
(lines/sec) to the indicated motor speed. 
10.22 Characteristics of SH~ Suuuly Charging Unit. 
I'he electrostatic voltmeter had a 0-6kV movement but 
vol tages of 12 kV were to be measured. A 200 M...Q... resis ti ve 
divider was mounted within the meter case. The meter was 
calibrated using a 10 kV English Electric Insulation tester 
Fig. C shows the calibration curve. 
The EH'l' Unit output was controlled by a potentionmeter 
which varied the grid voltage of the oscillator valve. A 
series of current v. voltage readings were obtained for 
different settings of this potentiometer. A resistive 
load was used. These results were not I~ound to be very 
repeatable due to instability of the oscillator and break-
down of the cJnmeter. I t was decided to use only dynamic 
characteristics obtained with discharges to a moving plate 
as described in Section 5.31. Charging currents are plotted 
against open circuit voltage from these dynamic tests in 
- -- - -~:.... 
Fig. D (positive wire potential) and Fig. E (negative). 
10.23 'Illumination Levels 
The illumination along the exposure slit was 
measured for three settings of lens aperture. A cadmium 
sulphide photo-cell was used, which had been calibrated 
against an Ilford SE 1 photometer. Fig. F shows the 
results graphically. The illumination was found to vary 
along the slit and was very sensitive to the rotational 
location of the lamp filament. The maximum illumination, 
at the centre, was about 60 lux with the lens unstopped 
(f/2.9). 
10.24 Laser Outnut Po-',"[er 
The apparatus described in Section 7.26 was used to 
measure the output power of the laser with A.C. and D. C. 
operation. The copper calorimeter was positioned directly 
in the beam close to the end of the laser tube. .~ asbestos 
shutter was interposed except during exposures. 
The thermocouples was calibrated against a mercury in 
glass thermomete'r in a water bath. For each power 
measurement, the calorimeter was exposed for sufficinet 
time to allow the temnerature to rise 20-30oC. A trace 
of tempera tur'e time was obtained which included the 
cooling curve obtained when the sh",-tter had been replaced. 
The net poger was computed from the heating gradient 
added to the cooling gradient. 
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For A. C. operation, the electrical input was not 
varied but the tube pressure was altered over a wide range. 
Fig. H shows the relationship between laser output power 
current and tuoe pressure. .~ efficiency curve is also 
given calculated from the input power, (Fig. G) and the 
measured output. 
The means employed for the measurement of output was 
most unlikely to give high readings and therefore the 
power curve was drawn through the highest experimental 
points. Points falling below this line rlere considered to 
be due to imperfect laser mirror alignment. 
These tests suggested that maximum efficiency (3%9) 
and povler (6~ watts) could be obtained with a tube pressure 
of about 10 torr and a current of 35 ~~~ 
For D. C. operation, the tube pressure was held at a 
value of 10 torr and the electrical input varied. Fig. I 
shows the relationship between tuoe voltage and current, 
and also betv/een power and current. Fig. J sho,Ys the 
relationship between output power and current. A maximum 
power of 9 vlatts vias obtained wi th a current of 70 ~.'c. 
Due to the electrical instability of the system at low 
currents, few experimental pOints were obtained oelow 
50 ~.';.. The curve of efficiency against current shows no 
clear maximum, 
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10.3 Laser Hazards and Safety Notes 
10;31 Notes based on Personal Experience 
The CO2 laser works at a wavelength of 10.6 pm, and does 
not produce directly any radiation in the visible region. 
Gla~ water and the cornea of the eye do not permit the 
transmission of this wavelength. There is however danger 
of physiological damage by direct burning of any part of 
the body. The laser beam is of sufficient intensity to 
cause burns even when unfocussed.. If burning occurs on 
the skin, pain is immediate and the normal reflex action 
do 
reduces the danger by removing the effected part from the 
beam by muscular acti on. The fingernails hmvever present 
a greater hazard since the beam penetrates the nail and 
starts to burn without immediate pain being felt. 
From the forgoing it will be realized that every 
precaution must be taken to prevent the laser beam from 
impinging on any part of the person. 
The direct fire hazard must also be noted. The 
energy concentration in the unfocusseri 'oeam is sufficient 
to inflame paper, cardboard, wood etc., in a matter of 
seconds. F'irebricks or thick asbestos must be used in the 
line of the beam. i" thick Pers:pex s,leeting is useful to 
shield the apparotus in case of stray re.diation. This can 
be penetrated by the beam but it takes time and the smell 
is distinctive. 
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It should be noted that all metals, even if unpolished, 
are good reflectors at this ,wavelength thus stray 
reflections of consideration intensity can easily occur if 
the beam impinges on metal. 
Damage can occur to the eyes from secondary 
emissions in the visible region when the focus sed beam 
impinges on a non-reflecting object. The light thus 
emitted by nearly all substances is very intense and 
protective glasses should be worn. 
Probably the most serious hazard is the electrical 
power su-pply; on D. C.)12 kV can be across the electrodes 
with ~ A capacity. This will kill anyone who comes in 
contact with the live terminal and earth. 
10.311 Simnle Rules based on Personal Exnerience 
1. Never look into the laser tube unless the power supply 
is switched off and you have taken the key out. 
2. Never switch the laser on with the covers removed; 
The power supply is lethal. 
3. Check for metal objects which could cause stray 
reflections before s',vi tching on. 
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~ -4 10.32 Laser Safety Notes from S.~.R.L . 
• (@ MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 
SERVICES ELECTRONICS RESEARCH LABORATORY 
BALDOCK, Herts. 
Telephone: Baldock 3351, ext. 
Reply to Sup,ri.tendent quoting: 356/68/ll'rIJ./AJJJS 
. Your r4erm&4: 
Llr. P. J. i'latson, 
Department of 1:echanical. Engineering, 
University of Technology, 
Loughborough, 
Leics. 
Dear tlr. Watson, 
18th June, 1968 
= - ~---- -= -=-~=-= -
I enclose a copy of some CO2 laser safety notes prepared by our establishoent laser safety officer. These are 
intended for guidance to staff a.t S.Z.R.L. a."ld, nhile r hope 
they will be useful to you, ne cannot accept any responsibility 
for their use in safety reco~~enda.tions outside S.E.R.L. 
Yours sincerely, 
o.0)S~~~ 
(A.: B. J. Sullivan) 
.. 
----
-'. 
) 
-BB 
-------- ---
lIINISPRY OF TLCHNOLOGY 
SAF'E:I'Y SERVI r,BS ORGAlIISATlOH 
Snfet,Y Uicmor;lndum 67/67 
The C,~rbon Dioxide LFlner 
---.----
The Ministry of Aviation Code of Praotice on l.:J.ner sYfltemc 
deds with thooe l-!scr wavelengths whioh ,.re transmitted by the 
,'ye to the r<'tinn. 
Sinc<.: tb" c,ve i~ opaque to radiation from the c~rbon dioxide 
lr.3er, differe:nt s:·!'<.:ty criteria are needed. 
No '"uch criteria bdng aVlli1uble at the ~reccnt time, the 
following infoTm"tion ie offer"d as guidance. 
It h~s been ectnbl1shcd thnt 6 joulcc/sq.cm'- d811vp.red in 
, 0.5 n,cond wi 11 produce a firGt degree burn on the cornea. 
, 2 
For continuous rl1diation, 100 milliw,~tts/cm has been sdd 
to be a threshold of damag.~. 
It io re~nonablc therefore to consider 10 mi11iwatts/c=2 
an a stlfe working level for continuouu r:;diation. Thi" figure 
in 01no 3ccept.::d for microw,.ve rc:diation incident on the eye. 
Thie information is transitional until experimental work 
being done in to" United Kingdom is complete, whc;n toe results 
will be incorpor~tcd in a reviGed edition of the Code of Practice. 
s.~.o. , 
ROOQ'607, 
Station Square House, 
St. Mnry Cray, 
ORPING'I'CN, Kent. 
17/5/67 
r. 205927. 
"'/1' h 
. .if. I 
, , -' L h~;.: "Cl.-ov (B. A-. \Fr-STOlI) 
Chief Safety Officer 
-' -'~ .------ -----"-~-- - ~-~ -.- "'------~--:. 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS FOR THE OP:mATION OF LASERS 
'. -. 
-" 
OF THE CA.wON" DIOx[DE TYPE 
The introduction of hi€J:l-pol7er long-wave inf'ra-red lasers of the 
carbon dioxide type presents a serious hazard to the safety of operators 
and bystanders. It is essential that rigorous safety precautions are 
'imposed l7hen such equipment is operated. 
The nature of the hazard is some"hat different from that r.hich rad 
previously been experienced. Radistion of TIavelength greater than about 
1.5 fl ,-;ill not pene trate .. atery body tissue s more than a very short 
distance, so that dariger of focussed radiation damaging the retina of 
the eye is virtually absent. HOmlver there remains the direct surface 
,heating effect of the high density radiation l7hich car. not only burn the 
skin, clothes etc., but is particularly dangerous to the front surface 
'of the eye lens, or cornea. 
Little accurate rioric has yet been published on the effects of' 
high density infra-red radis tion' on body tissues. HOl7ever the 
follor.ing damage levels have been reported, and they give some idea of 
, the possible danger. I ~«-L{ '1""",,1"';"- k"V'o,«- 7-~, .,..f-...... ~ 
1/100 uatt/sq.cm. R&eeremel'.a.ea. caxilLWR rumn ce porking le"e1-. 
3 uatts/sq.cm for about 1 sec - almost al'iT<lYS gives immediate 
mouse skin lesion. 
6 ~tts/sq.cm for 2 secs gives co~neal cataract. 
13-25 'l7atts/sq.cm for < 1 sec - gives 3rd degree burn on skin. 
15 .. atts/sq.cm for 1 sec - causes dense mite corneal opacity. 
50 rmtts/sq.cc - c,?rnea ,;::erforated • 
.:..~c-... c\.w",; oV '"t~ ~ c{:L,-, 
Recommended safety levels ani nrocecures 
Since the danger is tr~t of heating, erA in the absence of more 
detailed investigatior.s of =y other ef:'ects or.' long--::ave infra-red 
radiation, it is pro:;.osed trzt the J2Xbum furrilce -;;oIking level of 
1/100 .. att/sq.cc be taken as the maximuc per:rissible for the raked eye. 
The rexicuc ner:::ri.ssible laser rac.iation level o~: the unnrote cted skin 
has already been set at 1/10 ;;att in any square centime~re in any one 
second period. Tl-"r'3 is therefore a factor of ten beween the mo 
cases. This oear.s teat tha -;:earing of I.R. opaque enclosing goggles r-;ill 
protect the eye in tr.e presence of limitL:g s."in radiatio!1 i!1tensi ty. 
Furtl".a=ore, so long as tr.e goggles are nor.-spli.>iter ani adeque.tely 
refractory, sc=e =easure of p~tection ,-ould be given agai~nst accidental 
exposure to' =ore inte!1se radiati~~ by allo-;:ir~ time for evasive action. 
All high-poner long-,-ave in.."'ra-red equipce!1t ani beem paths should 
be enclosed r-ithin electrically i,r,terloc-<ed nor.-trar.sci.ttir..g 5 creens. 
-2-
Access to .. orlting regions, r.here absolutely necessary, should be made 
through self-closing hinged pov.els set ,;ell belo-;;- eye level. Particular 
care should be te.ken to maintain in position suita;;le refractory, 
non-reflecting beam teroinators. It should be noted that t."o ·~i1.ectivity 
of an other.7i3e poorly-reflecting IIl3.tt surface can be greatly ir.creased 
if the incider.t erergy causes local melting. 
To extend th3 "Recomn:ended laser se.fety thresholds" list to cover 
the long .. ave infra-red case, existing copies of the Undated original 
note "Safety Precautions for the Operation of Laser Equipment" chould be 
destroyed, and replaced by the February 1968 issue attach3d harem.th. 
. . 
S.E.R.L., 
Baldock, 
Herts. 
P.G.R.King. 
Establishment Laser Safety Adviser. 
7th February, 1968 
• 
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S"."..FE'l'Y "P.PJ3G!\:!TION3 ,;::rE. ~r::lli OP1Wl:rION OF 
LASER E~UIF~'NT 
MVicu oa ].u:::ur sai'ety p:!"Jc:lutioIl!) rtiJ..l nCl":1\':'l.lly ·013 the 
respor..zil-iJ..ity (4;.' ~ .. h~ Gl.'\")up Sni'cty Cffle(::r'. Wh(~n r~~Ce8&tlry, he can 
c(".n~;uJ:~ the- Esto.blioruwnt L.'? .. :;ezo S:;.f.;-t;:r .Aiivisar ... 
.All (}roup Scl'cty Ofi'iccrs and l'l'()i'olu~ly all the:;G directly engagee. 
on la",cr \1.GVE.'l0]:JDT!1; :.:hculd re ... d tha 1iini3try ot' A,ri,."'1.tion Code of Praotice. 
Poriodb ophthnl.'il'1100rol irJspe~tions should. be "'''Fried out as 
%'\)comn:3r.dcci. in the io:c..:'CoP. 
"iihile t."l~ \rol:lring of proteGti'VH glas56s C;:1Il iritrcduot1 r:isk on" ita. 
own '~ccr.ount (by C.:lu3i~Jg th" l'ye to beCOI:l0 ililr.{ nd'lptcd, by limitod 
$.lve~na. r3jection, by engt-)r~(~r~ing t". ~"'o.l:H) 3~)n.SG of security 13tC.) t...,c~ 
~re untlo\!1>teclly C[~$as ";/:-..eru tb0y :.1houlrJ. O(.;! uzed, as for inst.: ..... l:C9 by U3ir..g 
plail. glass gOf;gi.es in the presence OI.' long wave iI'.f=-red rom/er 1l.V. 
1Tb.is br!"";:~ngel~-"3nt SE;\VG:l incrGc:!si!>G t;h,:: nu:~lo:;r ci> S:..!fety· OCric~r3, ~r.d 
:fucili t"<ltes ea;;:! co-ordir .. ;'1-:io!l ef Electl~c;;tl 1J.cl IsseI' 3e.fety 
preca1ltiv:r..s • 
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W~"'l'\: FItBCAti"TIC1~3 FOR Ttl?: OFEn.~\TION ul 
. l\~'3BR EQ1Jn~E~~~ 
T!\e. folloYiil'lS p;:"ec':'~utions al."(~ :P::"'CP:OS'~D. ee a CO!E!!.on bn::d.!:1 for 
th!J advice to ba given t,c, (,!roup l-J'5.'lders, \7CO ere I~8poZl.3ibla fOl" .tha 
aaie uea er la38r UqUip~L;.t!i in th~i.·(l gr.:: .. ~p c 
In a:l C'1.ses: th'E:- o:"ficcX' r~s pfJ:lSiblo f'0S" :;'3t.t:!.n!,'~ u~') ro~,; J.n:i(~r· 
e~lliP"'£:l~, or r-:odi:;.'y:inS ~ .. '-:i.3t.: .... !\~ t)qu:!..pm'~:nt, sli.r.:,ull3. cl)~~lllt th.t:) 
G:cup So.fl3ty o.fficer c'%::l a.b-a': on tho ,safl3ty 1rBa3u....~JS to ro te}c';in. The 
E3tabli:;h~~nt w3zr 3af~ty l~V'issr car, be oon..sultfJd if' l!!3CG~o.a:ry. 
It .:l:~t 1)5 i:;l"~~Z(Hl th:it the elf;Gt,"'''icnJ. ~:1.cJ.e of lrJs';J~ :~ ;~pD.rattto 
can be more d:.:.nsero\.\S Jl>h.c~n th.e la:}G:' r::ldiu.tio17., .:lO that tb~ :-:aad;rical 
Safe~" Code of Prect.~:..ce !:IU~t also be obs'3:t",ed in nl;t c.~ SGf.!9 
L:l3sr syst€f.J~ nh~.ch CiJ.I.i. pro(Juco ~".:.d.i:~tion· le"lels gn.ater than 
tOO.30 sp€~ifi.cd :i.n t!;.(' ('.u.T7.'ent I.c.:::e"r Sc.1\.:ty ~"'.u~"eshold &1-:,oZ!!lf:rila~d.orl3 
(~~O .. ~.p~~ndb:) should in all potj:.1il-1E=: caj(J~1 be confi.ll'3tl wi tb.i.n nn 
o!:cJ.o:::,v:t\3' 8\.1('_'1 th.:xt no l'.f~~t:"ro.cU$ :ndi;:.tti-:;n l.:el1 t:~m~;=-E~~ Thf3 r.:.\t;;z"'~ of' 
ti .. i3 6nclc.:nll~i ~.".l ranG:: frc"ll 8ccu:::Oly fi.Aeo. or tllec""..;ric.9.1ly int0J."'loC:::ed 
oc:r-~en:L'lg to all e.l'~"'ci:-e lCi.~o~"" ..:d:;017. In tilt: J.~tt0r type of cc.nes exc .. ~pt 
in t.hE: spacial cirCWl'.stl~ .. :::!Ce3 di3cussed belcr.l, no pC:;'-50n ~.J-' ...:Q.l :"~)".!S.in 
ri ~rd.n t.l1.e en~lo3u:re nhile thJ la,ser is OpB1."o' tir.l.;., j1_11 such l.n30l'" 
protection e:1clos1..L.~g n!us't car:;..' u promir.en"c; no'c:,c~ :,"o~d:inG: LASE'a. 
~~iPitZ·r..e. 03SITLVE 'DP .. NGEROUS I,.AS:r;? .. ' S.i'J.t'tiY PIiliC.AtJ1IIONS ?~CR.E 
OP:;l:1ING-. 
Circcmstances Tffiy O-r-lse which ~:!za it ~po[j 8i·Dl~ "';0 5C:"eGn cf-Z 
~:p1etcly from o.n cJ..-erator or Ooo81"'ver ce~~ta.:l.n .d.a.~1t.'"O~~US 18,oGl~ apparstus, 
!la for.' eX~'Jnplo ~lt-t.Cn a.Gj'lltl"tlL .... ;.;l'!.i:l or OllSSh've.tior;.S 1!!'\.~d; ~e zv,c.e "to an 
9~ri...l!:~.ntal ;'2..S0Z'.~ Ol~ Ol~ ~~li~n i~ tLo7.!'~.llY' C;.1:cLi~·i. "';/i ';;b..i1~ ~. s~1~ety 
el~alCi:;:!:rf:? 0- .All sy~f;o;;·j."'_1 G.~d ci~C'..lu"...!l i;[\nc(~e c,f -r.::d ... ~ :~:::L".!~".) ~r...21 ro 
cln;::,:t:ri.::,'d, !DA .. ~GE:':i.OUS ~~:Q l std -:-.h~ fcllc.::Ult. ~z'G'Y...'.u#::'io:;e 3h8.11 be 
t..:.:';:'!l;:-i ... 
tD)lr(~;:;:::'01JS LL8J0i t GC;.f'I=l-: .. :Y"" lJl:o.-~ c;;.1;.t:l.Cil.1J 
--_ ...... -.. _ ..... __ ._-_.--.. _ .. _------
Aocess to a:-1r..e:~l"01.l3 laser' red~c.tilJ~ :TiLU • .;"i: 'b-:l d.611..t~C~ to ot-her ~embal""!l 
of the l'::.cora tor;, ·,i.si tc:"'c i' ;;';11.1 ~e;n e'6 :'5 (J"f t:-.f' f,Z;J(iZL\l pnbJ.~c by ~{!.!"'J,.;J 
0'1: Go .s~.u'ficien~ly l"'{:i~\.lct cnd. c!?aqnG enC'J..o~·)1..4""'G er 1)y t..~e €.:r~~ct"iO!"A o.f 
b!lrl"iol4 :J at t..~c -l1;;r:. ~;s o:'t th~~ (1.:lnG~r·J".l:: ~.T:c::.{li.:",ti or... [\~~~~. 
1"a.r.>ra t.ht:: ~r:.~1.c;~l..:ro ('...:!:t"1 00 srt~i:~:,-(:ti:,. t~ .... c e:yt;r4'.r!,cf:!) vJ i.:h:: 1~;'i3G.l~(,v;":'3 
%,:,j{;iCii:i nr.l~t '.Je fittf:(l r.r3.i;h :i~·tel·lo<:k~ stioh "t.t.~.::.t it is no';; r.o~Gibla to 
opa~-ei::t;) the l.ecG~ ji' trl~ P.:.r};:.."t!.r..ct-)$ .:tI"8 c1:"~~. Aft(!~ ~:uch an :1.~t.ol~oci~ 
"" .. ~ ·i4 .(101"l • .... 7¥".'l·t.ll ... ~.,:: .,'C.-, ..... .:.i,"\ ..;:- n:U·~T· l-~t ~'O r.o"-·:1-"'i:-, to o·'J·~·;·'1;·G ."},u, J .... _, _J ~. 1... .......... __ v ..... I ....................... , ........ ~. lU·.- .: _·V..-'-'_.' .... ___ I..O-V I .... ..., 
~.J.p.c~ iiitho1:t o:;;-:!l":ltL-::; ~ m;:i.4l~..l:::.1 :..\:~et c't ',--ha cot'c=ul 1?o:1~1t.. I:.!~ th.3 
le!~\;!r ::5 ill.:~:mz.L~~ ... r..:;c:.:';').-'~,;;J. i"':r-om O~ .. tr.::''';~) -th~ er':.ele::ltlr.3 th-:;n :: Cl-;lLeeOv~r 
.;::r. ... tC!.l :i.:r",~t t-3 !'] . .,I~tC(: to ol~O:7 ("l:n:~' -rJI~('·:=''C. t·~r Y.::::.r..i~·"i ti).c er.cl<'),:·ul'e to 
e:~z:Ul.~ C"/e:-:-!ll ·C"'J~·~t~)l. Isolc.tin.: ~·,T. .. :t·Ch83 w .. 1:;:l;. b] easily acc€·sil(!..G "00 
CJ:j~T PQ;;lti(Jo. \rl·i;h.,in ths caclos\!!'O .. 
2 
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Ad.cq,i.l~te ~rn~..l16 cust bs Q,.VC!l by the o:f'f.lr!.\tor ·to othr::::':; Tllth5.n 
t.'1o or.G).o~n.l.."::"'C th.:l-;:; tho l:;'$er in about: to r..a ~cltcrl2d on, a s'l;:. ... f'icienJ~ 
inter-;al be:Lng .:lllc";]~;d for anyo~·3 ":litt.d..n th.s ::nll:;lo3cr.) to 1"'~r~cll (In 
is"lc.t~ ~.~·~ch if m ~$:.;~a!.~:r, :f'na:ll ar-;j' a.o.r .. a~)l:CUO lc..e~·::" i;} or;.::)r~l.~~.llb 
~lth .. t"l'l a· odi'aty oZlolosuro o..'1~blo of. bait-.S ~r.rter.-ecl, thel."e ~h~11 \ft,f: an 
. illuwira';;ed cign at all 6ntr..!llCF;S -:"0 tho cnclcouzo !1c:::--ieo. ·D':j:~'~·Ia - ),IIli.3Ett ON~ 
All star: ;'7rJl~,~.n.~ in l£:p'sO;:OUti 1.£~aZ" s.:COf!~ a.~"a to 00 r)t.lQ·1t:,3:~01y 
tm~.md ar.i1. oX:p'Jzionooc. or :'pJ.:po!"\l~:i~ed u,.").~.u. t.r..Oj c.cCi'..::L.-e the r.';~1CO;::J.:l::-y 
kr"o\71sdg=:l c::.:~i £;::.~~'iel1oa ft Inii.t;.~tF~l :::rt.:t.f1" rey not en';c~ 0. D:~ns.eA'O:':3 
L."\3GT e~'eo. ':I'hile ur.y of: 'tho F.urniJ'lf;: iJisn;l al"{) on. 
WtJOl"a c..: .... nGC:ro~s :r"'.:!.o.iation r.as to 1."'0 l)!'Ol~ .. ~\tccl outa.id.D t!~c: 
lc.bomto:..:v £I.m atl U-'9 t""o~::;.g~ine ?l~BC.::'\li:iQ:lZ c.tlnnot t"e a~r;liBtl, tl:-~~n th,:') 
o!1'icer' i!'" ... (.J;s; .. ::oa of ,!.:..,.a e,!ui:rxcn-'Ioi Iml~t C-:;'f:!'.u:·:j tb:l:; the !.ic:jS:1,c,!o ir=e.clj,~ted 
.. . ~ J • ••.. . • • l' .. -- J. -_ .... a~a .... 003 no';'; :u: ... C 4li.r$ c.n.v gl"ou.r~ on r-... "1~c.n '~~.s pil'.l .!..c tiU.Yh. 'i·:;n\,~..!'t ~;"-? 
6:lSu...-o by [;Coo d:i'.sc5.lJ1in~ OJ:..,:l Q. scucl Jr .... U i;hu"v t'te ll~cel." :!y3 'i:Cilt i!l 
n·ji; OVZ;l"J:~.Cr.l. ';1!:~ .. n. t,;,.~mC-E::;-S of t!.1.e. ~blio' a.ro in tbe oo"C:G1lt.J...:llly h:.~o.:..-ucu.a 
ilrIOa. Aj?prop:::-J.e.to :v;.:?ety pro~utioll.S Gbr.J~ c£ cvw:aa at·j,.. 'ir) observed 
\'I!.tbin too labo::tlto:-;. 
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PROCEDURE FeR AS3ESSIl& UoSEF. RISK TO T"rlE EYE 
Let enr:rcy Gr/.;ori.!lg pupil IS J jou1es 
en£Jrgy density .3t retina .. E jou1es/c~i r . 
.. w watts 
pomlr emitted from laser .. w1 natts 
.. t secs 
.. i ems 
d.iruooter of pupil .. d <:1lI3 
. O,Utl:ititer of 1aOel" beam inc:'..a.ent Oll. t.'lO eye .. 1 <:1lI3 
diaIll:ltor of lMcr spot on tarb'6t c 1= 
distance of tal'set from eys .. Rcms 
fO~!ll length of: eye c F emi; ( .. 1.7Ci!1}) 
beem divergence .. ~ ro.~ 
Choose the largest value frow the follov'...nG possibilities: 
D:iffu3e reflectio."1 from an illu:dr.ated tarc:;at e.ial;;ater I = at rar,ge 
R= 
i-1.7I,G 
Cb) Direct incidence of solid state laser Oe~ 
If the baaie (I,j,vel"gence of the 00= ia (j) , 
i '" 1..:z.~ 
(c) lEage liEited by diffraction at t.~e pupil 
E the pUi>il is tully illum:i.n~tea. TIith direct Ol~ sca.t"'.;ored. lD.sc:;:" 
rodi~d:ion c;:-,.i it!.1 d·~('In.\C;tc;- io d :L.'1. C!i'.a, tl:on, ii" t~·..u ;:,!"~velcn:s11i i3 A~ 
in micron:: 
( 'd vo.ricn :"ro:J 2 ~Z~ to 6 ~m, 
dap3!i.cling on -;.tet-hor 1;he eyo 
i3 lig...1tt- Ol· cinr:-:~ade p.luccl) 
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(d) ~ge limited by diffraction in the laser beam it3el,t 
1£ the diacctBr of the laser benm passing. through the pupil 13 
1 in ems (:. < d), then if the mvelength is ¥ in :niorons 
i .. 2.35 x 10-';.~IJl 
(e) ~ resolution 
...J.r i .. 8 x 10 Cll!S 
(a) Direct laser beam, srmllar than pupil. 
All radiation effective. 
2 2 E.:- .. 4j/r.j. jcules/OI:l 
iI .. ~ Irott.S 
("o) Direct l1'.ser be.'ll!l 'Jf ili...'\me1;.'r 1 ( ). it) 
., 
If i.rzoo.d:i2tion ti~ i:; les3 th::-~n Oa1 20.0, (, .. :llculat~ joul~!l/c:.~- in 
thG ,retirJll 1.w1.lge ar..d cJ:-~B('.J.c iJ:~ t..rLis is g:t"-3ate::r f ... hr~ the :\''Oc~-m,~:rJ.ed 
th~~ shold 1,'c--;: t.l-":;l t pal.~;i(,;ulDT.' iI'I"'ddiJ:;. tiou ti.&-m. 
If" th'3 ir::~~J;-;nt:"on t:.ma is £r·:;a.'t-a1.' t!'..E .. r.. 0 .. 1 sec, cnlC1.!liJ.te tb .. ~ 
UD:(;tD in me l""6tirel i.meGG, ar.d c!v:lc.1c th""::'f; thio :.s not "~·€Ilter t:b.r_'1 the 
recom:neril.ec. ~:.h:':"'.:)~hcld. 
If tr.~ i.r~.:,Uia:tic·n Gcn:;ints o:f a i.ir:-d",'1 of' hiGh r&::--"si.;ii;!.:-n rs{:e 
r.ulces, cheC'..k -!;ha.t ncdt.her ((I.) I:: si..Y}.[,...le O~G cl" ~r.:.O,;:ta pill!303 nor (b) 
~':o titr~ e.verc~G6d 'rtct"CS in t:.he :~€'t:!.n::l m~ge ovor {l. pel~icd. of 0 .. 1 ::eC3 
GJ::ceoo.s '~he lC'.oc,'llO~nG.ed .. t("~1~:~5. 
'1 - 1000 :0-0 
1'- 1000 lIS 
" 1- 100 uS 
JUNE 1965 
2. 
1).1 ssc - C.:Vi. 
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1 00 ~f;i ini;J.) t..~e ::-etinal irr.:.lge 
(ll .... -:;hu ratin.-ll :l.rJ.:\i-'~ di..-::-~p:')tl.;!1" i."J 
kt!O'tm to 2. ie bet,,:cc-n 1 /2~1 ~1 ani 
3-J, 11>11!, 1 nlii shoul-5o 'b€: I.lC~ol't:.:.\blo) 
On ·1 ......... ' ''''';'1,",1. of' t;..,.- "\...-;\J .... (\~;"'.er t ...... ··r, t.l1~ f"~i~ . f.i"u ""o+~'l Je:>er .. ' .... 1.,) .e .... y _ .... ILJ\,)\; • .... • r\... " ... ". __ .. '" ~ .... ... .... . 
el'lcr r;y illC::.it~-:~t du~_ng 0JJ.:y~ '[oGl"ioC. of i sr;co::rl 3h0"J.d noi: (!X('.£lCJ 0.1-
j'.)ulf)~ OXl o.ny square (;Gniiront:L'(-1 ~t;:irdl:.:;os o.l" no,,; tilt) eno~ .. '(y is 
Ui.str1.uu·l;i3d or concentrat~u "~ithin tr..at eq\l:l.N C(i·ntilD.t.:~tr-'d9 
For radiation of wavelength greeter than 1.5 Il, I.lv£l1"l'6e poY/er 
density incident on the eye must not exceed 1 0 ",:1/ sq. cm. 
S .E.lt.L., 
Baldock, 
Harts. 
February, 1968. 
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10.4 Laser Operating Procedure 
10.41 A.C. Oueration 
1. Connect main laser electrodes to output terminals of 
10 kV transformer, ensuring that neither electrode is 
earthed. 
2. Connect A. C. ammeter (100 mA.) between central 
terminals of output winding of transformer. 
3. Connect 12 kV voltmeter across laser electrodes. 
4. Close gas cylinder valve (See Fig. 7.2.5) 
5. Switch on vacuum pump. 
6. Connect vacuum pump inlet to laser outlet valve, 
open laser inlet valve, open laser inlet needle valve. 
7. Allow system to pump do\yn to below 1 torr pressure. 
8. Close laser outlet valve. Close needle valve. 
9. Open gas cylinder valve and open regulator to about 
one division. 
10. Open needle valve 10 divisions. 
11. Allow pressure to rise to 20 torr. 
12. Open laser outlet valve about i turn. 
13. Turn on cooling water and ensure that there is a 
moderate flow through tube jac]eet and electrode pipe. 
14. Switch on 240 volt A. C. supply to 10 'reV transformer. 
15. Adjust laser outlet valve to give steady tu~e pressure 
of 10 torr. 
16. Allow 10 minutes for laser to warm up before" maldng 
adjustments to mirrors to obtain f!15.ximum output. 
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10.42 D.C. Operation 
1. Connect R. H. laser electrode to live output from 
EHT unit via 15k J'L resistor (see Fig. 7.2.6) 
2. Connect L. H. laser electrode via ammeter and trip 
relay R3 to earth. 
3. Connect 12kV voltmeter across laser electrodes. 
4. - 13. :- as for AC operation. 
14. Close needle valve and allow pressure to fall to 
6 torr. 
15. Turn variac to zero. 
16. Switch on main switch (L.3. side of control panel) 
17. Turn on Key switch. 
18. Press start button. 
19. Increase variac setting until gas in tube conducts. 
20. Reduce variac setting to keep current belo',y 120 1I'_"-. 
21. Open needle valve 10 divisions. 
22. Allow pressure to rise to 10 torr, using variac to 
maintain constant current of 90-120 mA. 
23. Adjust laser outlet valve to give steady pressure 
of 10 torr. 
24. Allow 15 minutes before adjusting mirrors to obtain 
maximum output. 
10.43 Shutting DO'lm Procedure 
1. S,:li tch off electricity supply to laser tube (press 
. STOP button on D.C.). 
2. Shut all gas cylinder valves. 
3. Switch off vacuum pump and disconnect. inlet pipe. 
4. Turn off cooling water. 
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10.44 Mirror Alignment. 
1. Pump down laser tuee to 10 torr or eelow. 
2. Check that electricity supplies to laser tuee are 
off and cannot ee re-connected ey accident. 
3. Remove laser tuee cover. 
4. Arrange eright light to shine on R. H. end of laser 
tuee towards mirror. 
5. Slacken off all mirror adjusting screws so that 
mirrors are held on their '0' rings ey vacuum only. 
6. Look through window at L. H. end and adjust solid 
mirror at R. H. end ey screwing in adjusting screws until 
a symmetrical reflection is seen; the window should appear 
as a elack dot in the centre of the mirror. 
7. Adjust to L. H. mirror ey screwing in the adjusting 
screws until the inside of the tuee appears as a series of 
concentric circles. 
8. Replace tuee cover. 
N. B. If the laser does not lase immediately when switched 
on after static mirror alignment, it should ee switched off 
and the procedure repeated. 
~' • .0-. ~'. ___ "" 
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10.5 Properties of Ink and Paper 
The ink used for both parts of the work was Xerographic. 
Toner manufactured for use in the copying machines of Rank 
Xerox Ltd. The manufacturers were tillable to supply details 
of the physical properties of the ink. They did hoy/ever say 
that'it was covered by British Patent No. 893,332 (1958). 
This describes a toner consisting of a resin mixed with 
carbon blacl, ':Ii th a particle size range between Ipm and 20pm. 
From this s~ecification it did not seem to oe 90ssible to 
assign absolute values of yllJrsiec~l 1:,poperties to the ink in 
C'2.'-'l.sstion. SaDe tests 1,'j,=re t~le~efape perf'orIl;ed to discover 
some properties. 
Pe.rticle size e.ns.lysis revealed a size range fraIT: 5 to 
10 pm. Differentic,l therrc,[',l. analysis gave a I::el ting !Joint 
of 336K, a heat of fusion of 1.3 Jig and 431K 2.S the teffiperature 
at ',7hich do:>gre.dation commenced. Samples of paper were 
weighed and measured to determine density. 
From a literature survey of the thermal prop2~tj.es of 
paper cnd variov.s plastics, values ~·.-Bre assu!!:.,:=d for the 
properties ,< ... ieh are ~,2.bul:.ted on :9z'.:::e 101 
~\ I?~ 8.1).m.~.~ _ P ropep t i (-~;:; uf ,J~_.:L\!~ .. _ :.In.:1 ? ::,(1E: r 
p r:'2.E"!X ~)~ 
Dr::1'ls·i [',y 
Specific lIeDt 
'l'het'mol Conductivity 
'rl1el'!l1L'Il Dif'f'Lwi vi ty 
Latent Heat (li'usion) 
Melting 'femperature 
Degradation 'relllperature 
"Emissivi ty (.L~)1m) 
Emissivity (10pm) 
Layer Thickness 
(-~~)_'2.l 
w 
c 
K 
D 
L 
Om 
Od 
e 
e 
z 
Units 
-- ""-"-
[;imm 3 
J/eK 
W/mf!11C 
mm
2/5 
J/g 
K 
K 
mm 
111.11: p~ 
1.3. x 10-3 0.8 x 10-3 
1.7 1.3 
100- 30Dx 106 100 x 10-6 
-3 45 - lL~O x 10 100 x 10-3 
1.3 
336 
I-' 
431 0 I-' 
0.97 0.34 
0.96 0.96 
0.025 0.1 
-.. '-=- - - --- -
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Cost of Consumables for different Printing Processes 
The costs quoted are in pence per square metre of 
printed material, in 1971 and are a~proximates. 
A) Processes using naner only 
1. Electro-sensitive Paper 
2. Heat-sensitive Paper (Thermofax) 
3. Photosensitive (UV recorder paper) 
B) Processes using paner and ink 
l. Xerography or 
Laser printing 
2. Slectrofax (R.C.A.) 
3. Magnetic (S.T.L) 
4. Electrostatic (Gould) 
Cost 
(p/m2) 
135 
95 
60 
30 
40 
35 
35 
80 
60 
40 
'20 
o 
o· 
150 
100 
50 
o 
o 
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~~ Russian 1952 ~2/14~ 200 ch./s Battelle 1958 3/25 
!I Stromberg c.1958 1'/211 7000 Ch./s Ferranti 1959 3/9 Rank 1959 3/22 5000 ch./s Burroughs 1959 3/29 15000 Ch./s 
g A.B.Dick 1960 3/26
1 
20000 ch./s 
h R.C.A. 1961 3/12 10000 ch./s 
i Anon. 1963 3/10 6000 ch./s 
j S.C.3070 1963 3/19 500 ch./s 
k Radiation 1964 3/32~ 63000 ch./s 1 Xeronic 1964 3/24 5000 Ch/sS 
m Ferrodot 1967 3/35 500 Ch. s (n Gou1d 1970 6900 ch./s· 
~~ P.J.",'I. ~A~ 1963 F200 Ch./s~ P. J. ",'I. B 1965 7200 ch./s 
/ 
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Fig. 5.3.3 Effect of Illumination (lOOl.p.s.) 
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(b) Under Inked 
Fig.5.3.4 Effect of Ink Quantity on High Speed 
Aerosol Development (lOOl.p.s.) 
Fig. 5.3.5 Typical Examples of 100 Line per Second 
Printing vii th Aerosol Development 
--.~--=-- -"--
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Fig. 5.3.6 Half Tone Printing Sample 
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Fig. 7.2.1 Photograph of Laser 
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Fig. 7.2.3 Photograph of Mirror Mount 
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Fig. 7.2.4 Photograph of Mirror Mount Components 
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Fig.7.2.5(a) Dia~ram of Laser Water System 
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Fig. 7.?5(b) Diagram of Laser Gas System 
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Fig. 7.3.1 Photograph of Turntable Apparatus 
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Fig. 7.3.2 '-Typical Test Sheet. 
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.. (a) Over Inked. 
(b) Nor;nal~ Inked • 
(0) Under Inked. 
Fig. 7.3.3 :Examples of Inking. 
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(a) Gloss Paper. 
(b) Writing Paper. 
(0) Blotting Paper. 
Fig. 7."3.4 Examples of Paper Types. 
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(b) Under Charged. 
Fig. 7.3.5 Examples showing effect of Charging. 
Fig. 7.3.6 -Portion of Ohopped Test Sheet. 
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(a) Typical Spot from Region 'B' (x90) 
fI '",",", 
I 
(b) Typical Spot from Region 'c' (x90) 
Fig. 7.3.10 Microphotographs of Fused Ink Spots 
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(c) Typical Spot from Region 'D' (x90.) • 
, 
Cd) Typical Spot from Region 'E' (x90) 
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(e) Typical Under-Inked Spot (x90) 
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